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Date: June 15, 2022
To: Denise Biaggi-Ayer
Executive Director
Office of Labor Management Relations
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Denise.Biaggi-Ayer@va.gov
Sent via electronic mail only
From: Sarah Hasan, Staff Counsel, National Veterans Affairs Council (#53) (“NVAC”),
American Federation of Government Employees, AFL-CIO (“AFGE”)
RE:

National Grievance against the Department of Veterans Affairs for Failing to Pay
Recruitment and/or Retention Bonuses to Nurses
STATEMENT OF THE CHARGE

Pursuant to the provisions of Article 43, Section 11 of the Master Agreement Between the
Department of Veterans Affairs and the American Federation of Government Employees (2011)
(“MCBA”), American Federation of Government Employees/National Veterans Affairs Council
(“NVAC” or “the Union”) is filing this National Grievance against you and all other associated
officials and/or individuals acting as agents on behalf of the Department of Veterans Affairs
(“Department”) for failing to pay recruitment and/or retention incentives to Nurses.
Specifically, the Department violated Article 2 of the MCBA; 38 U.S.C. §7453; 5 U.S.C.
§ 5596 (“Back Pay Act”); VA Handbook 5007 and any and all other relevant articles, laws
regulations, and past practices not herein specified. The Union specifically reserves the right to
supplement this grievance based upon the discovery of new evidence or information of which it
is not presently aware, or otherwise, as necessary.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Background
For years, the Department has struggled to recruit and retain Registered Nurses because
their collective bargaining rights are limited in the federal sector and compensation is less
competitive than the private sector. The Department should be taking advantage of all available
pay authority to recruit and retain nursing professionals, who are the backbone of the VA

healthcare system.
Generally, Title 38 Nurse Pay is codified in statute policies promulgated by the VA. See
38 U.S.C. §§7451-9; see also VA Handbook 5007. The Secretary of the VA is also permitted to
offer additional pay as either a recruitment or retention incentive pursuant to 38 U.S.C. §7453(j):
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law and subject to paragraph (2), the
Secretary may increase the rates of additional pay authorized under subsections (b)
through (h) if the Secretary determines that it is necessary to do so in order to obtain
or retain the services of nurses.
(2) An increase under paragraph (1) in rates of additional pay—
(A) may be made at any specific Department health-care facility in order to
provide nurses, or any category of nurses, at such facility additional pay in an
amount competitive with, but not exceeding, the amount of the same type of
pay that is paid to the same category of nurses at non-Federal health-care
facilities in the same geographic area as such Department health-care facility
(based upon a reasonably representative sampling of such non-Federal
facilities); and
(B) may be made on a nationwide, local, or other geographic basis if the Secretary
finds that such an increase is justified on the basis of a review of the need for
such increase (based upon a reasonably representative sampling of nonFederal health-care facilities in the geographic area involved).
Based on this authority, Title 38 Nurses across the Department have been offered certain
recruitment or retention bonuses, which are determined at the sole discretion, of the Department.
The Departments policies on recruitment and retention incentives are found in VA Handbook
5007, Part VI, with relevant Chapters excerpted and attached here as Exhibit 1. The Department
also continues to use its authority to issue awards and bonuses to retain Registered Nurses.
To offer recruitment incentives to employees, the recommending and approving officials
at the facility-level must complete a VA Form 10016, Justification and Authorization of
Recruitment and Relocation Incentives. See Exhibit 1, VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 2,
Section 7. On this form, recommending officials must provide a detailed explanation explaining
what factors contribute to the determination that an incentive is needed. Id. Thereafter, the
incentive has to be authorized by a separate official above the recommending official, which are
then reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the Human Resources Office. See Exhibit 1, VA
Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 2, Section 8. The Department alone determines recruitment
incentive amounts using formulas in VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 2, Section 9. There
are a number of reasons why a recruitment incentive may be terminated, including when the
employee’s position is affected by a reduction in force, when there are insufficient funds to
continue the payments, when the employee is assigned to a position outside the terms of a
recruitment service agreement, or when an employee is demoted or separated for cause. See
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Exhibit 1, VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 2, Section 14.
The Department is also authorized to offer retention incentives to existing employees. See
Exhibit 1, VA Handbook 5007, Chapter 3. Facilities wishing to offer current employees a
retention incentive must complete VA Form 10017, Authorization and Review of Retention
Incentive. See Exhibit 2, VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 3, Section 7. A representative
example of this form is found at Exhibit 2. Section C of this form requires detailed explanations
of the factors demonstrating essential needs to retain, with a careful consideration of the staffing
shortages at the local facility and market research supporting the retention incentive. See Exhibit
2. This form also goes through three levels of review, starting with an approving official, a
Human Resources official who reviews the information, and an approving official at the facility.
See Exhibit 2. Again, as is the case with recruitment incentives, the Department alone determines
retention incentive amounts based on formulas and criteria in VA Handbook 5007, Part VI,
Chapter 3, Section 8. See Exhibit 1. Once a retention incentive is offered, employees may accept
the incentive by completing either a retention service agreement or statement of understanding,
depending on whether the retention incentive is greater than or less than 25%, respectively. See
Exhibit 1, VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 3, Sections 11 and 12. Representative examples
of these agreements are found at Exhibit 3. The Department can unilaterally terminate a retention
incentive based on management needs, including when the employee’s position is affected by a
reduction in force, when there are insufficient funds to continue the planned payments, when
conditions no longer warrant payment at the original level, or when the VA assigns the employee
to a position not covered within the terms of the retention service agreement or statement of
understanding. See Exhibit 1, VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 3, Section 13. For Title 38
employees, a retention incentive may also be terminated if the incentive payment would cause the
employee’s earnings to exceed the aggregate pay limit. Id.
Notably, the Department exercises complete discretion and without input from either
employees or the Union (1) whether nurses should be offered either a recruitment or retention
bonus, (2) in what amount, if any, (3) and to which nurses these incentives are to be offered.
Representative examples of these recent recruitment and/or retention offers are found in Exhibit
3. It is because of these lucrative offers that the Department successfully hires new nursing staff
and retains current nurses, especially amid a growing shortage of qualified healthcare personnel
during the Covid-19 pandemic. The shortage of qualified nursing staff due to the Covid-19
pandemic, and the likelihood that these nurses will leave the VA to pursue alternative
employment with higher rates of pay are explicitly acknowledged and considered as factors
supporting retention incentives. See Exhibit 2, Sections C and D. Nurses who receive these offers
and promises of additional pay are incentivized to align their careers and lives with the
Department, oftentimes at the exclusion of other competitive offers of employment in the private
sector.
However, the Union has become aware of a troubling pattern where facilities provide
written offers of recruitment and retention bonuses, and then once the employee relies on that
promise to accept or continue VA employment, the facility refuses to honor its commitments and
pay the employee accordingly. Several nurses have reported that the Department has failed to pay
them promised recruitment bonuses or retention bonuses on an ongoing and continuous basis for
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reasons other than those outlined in VA Handbook 5007, Part VI concerning the termination of
incentives. AFGE Local Unions reporting these violations include, but are not limited to, AFGE
Locals 2028 (Pittsburgh, PA), 609 (Indianapolis, IN), 2054 (Little Rock, AR), 910 (Kansas City,
MO). The Union reserves the right to supplement this list.
The Department’s failure to pay recruitment/retention bonuses violates the service
agreements and statements of understanding it signed with nurses across multiple facilities
nationwide. It has unlawfully used recruitment and retention incentives to induce employees into
working for the VA, only to violate the terms of its signed contracts, authority under VA
Handbook 5007, Part VI, and 38 U.S.C. §7453. Department policy outlines several legitimate
reasons why incentives may be terminated, however none of these reasons were used as
justification to delay or terminate nurse recruitment and retention incentives as reported to the
Union. This behavior by the Department is predatory especially given the Department’s
acknowledgement that it compensates nurses less than other employers in the local labor market.
To further demonstrate this manipulation, the Department is using signed service
agreements to prevent nurses from leaving, citing repayment back to the Department of any
recruitment incentives already paid. Nurses who are promised retention bonuses are made vague
and nonspecific promises of when these bonuses may get paid, which keep these nurses
perpetually employed and waiting for the Department to uphold its obligations under their
service contracts. This constitutes an unjustified and unwarranted personnel action under the
Back Pay Act (5 U.S.C. § 5596) entitling these nurses to back pay, which continues to accrue
with each passing pay period.
In addition to these violations of VA policy, 38 U.S.C. §7453 and 5 U.S.C. § 5596, the
Department violated Article 2 of the MCBA which requires that the Agency comply with
applicable federal statutes and regulations in the administration of matters covered by the
MCBA.
Violations
By failing to fulfill its obligations, the Department violated and continues to violate, the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Article 2 of the MCBA: requiring the Department to comply with federal law and
regulations;
38 U.S.C. §7453: authorizing the Department to pay recruitment or retention incentives to
Title 38 nurses;
5 U.S.C. § 5596 requiring the VA to pay back pay to employees who were subject to an
unwarranted or unjustified personnel action, including the violation of applicable laws
concerning salary adjustments;
VA Handbook 5007: authorizing the Department to recruit and retain nurses with
incentives, enforceable by contractual service agreements; and
Any and all other relevant articles, laws, regulations, customs, and past practices not herein
specified.
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Remedies Requested
The Union asks that, to remedy the above situation, the Department agree to the following:
•

•
•
•

Fully comply with its statutory obligations under 38 U.S.C. §7453; its contractual
obligation under Article 2 of the MCBA; and its obligations to comply with policy under
VA Handbook 5007 by paying nurses recruitment and/or retention incentives that it
agreed to pay;
To provide back pay and interest under the Back Pay Act (5 U.S.C. § 5596) to any nurses
whose recruitment or retention bonuses were terminated, delayed, or repaid to the
Department;
To pay reasonable attorney’s fees and costs under the Back Pay Act (5 U.S.C. § 5596);
Agree to comply with any and all other relevant articles, laws, regulations, customs, and
past practices not herein specified.

Time Frame and Contact
This is a National Grievance, and the time frame for resolution of this matter is not
waived until the matter is resolved or settled. If you have any questions, please contact the
undersigned at the AFGE Office of the General Counsel. The undersigned representative is
designated to represent the Union in all matters related to the subject of this National Grievance.
Submitted by,

Sarah Hasan
Staff Counsel, National VA Council
AFGE, AFL-CIO
80 F Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Tel: 202-639-6424
Fax: 202-379-2928
hasans@afge.org
cc:

Thomas McGuire, Deputy Director, OLMR
Donald Stephen, Staff Director, OLMR
Roy Ferguson, Director, Staff Operations, OLMR
Alma L. Lee, President, AFGE/NVAC
William Wetmore, Chairperson, Grievance and Arbitration Committee, AFGE/NVAC
Thomas Dargon, Jr., Supervisory Attorney, AFGE/NVAC
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VA HANDBOOK 5007/46
PART VI
CHAPTER 1
[PART VI. RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION INCENTIVES
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL

1. PURPOSE. This part provides mandatory guidance and procedures for the authorization and
implementation of pay authorities which may be used to help recruit and retain highly qualified
employees in difficult to fill positions. These include recruitment, relocation, and retention incentives,
special rates, student loan repayments, advances in pay, and supervisory differentials.
2. OVERALL
a. Each of the pay flexibilities and incentives contained in this part are important tools when
strategically and prudently used to address human capital needs. These flexibilities and incentives
facilitate the staffing of difficult to fill positions with highly qualified candidates who possess unique
skills and competencies and the retention of employees whose services are essential to the Department
and who would otherwise leave Federal service. The effective use of these flexibilities requires a proper
assessment of the Department’s needs, fully justified authorization documents, periodic and annual
reviews to determine the need for continued use, and the consideration of other staffing flexibilities
where appropriate. Recommending and approving officials are responsible for ensuring that authorized
pay flexibilities and incentives support the organization’s workforce plan and strategic goals and meet
Government-wide regulations and Department policies.
b. Successful workforce and succession planning efforts do not rely on pay flexibilities alone.
Organizations must consider the recruitment and development of highly qualified employees as an
ongoing process, continually reviewing and analyzing workforce data to determine trends, identifying
gaps in competencies, and developing strategies to address current and future staffing needs. In
conjunction with pay flexibilities and incentives, organizations must consider and use, as appropriate,
career development programs, mentoring, job reengineering, knowledge transfer, telework arrangements,
alternate work schedules and other options in order to build and maintain a quality high-performing
workforce with essential skills and competencies to accomplish the Department’s mission and goals.
3. RESPONSIBILITIES
a. Subject to the approval criteria for each pay flexibility, an official at a level higher than the
recommending official must serve as the approving official. Officials must carefully review and follow
the mandatory procedures in this part before proceeding with the recommendation and approval of pay
flexibilities. Since pay flexibilities are discretionary, approval may not be made on a retroactive basis.
For recruitment and relocation incentives, approval must occur before the employee enters on duty.
b. The Secretary, or designee, is the approving official for employees occupying positions centralized
to the Office of the Secretary. This includes employees in the Senior Executive Service (SES), title 38
SES-equivalents, Senior Level (SL) employees, and GS-15 employees in centralized positions.
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c. Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Other Key Officials, and Deputy Assistant
Secretaries, or their designees, are the recommending officials [for incentives] for
employees in their organization occupying positions centralized to the Office of the
Secretary. They or their designees are the approving officials [for incentives] for
employees occupying VA Central Office positions in their organizations that are not
centralized to the Office of the Secretary and for employees occupying field positions
centralized to their respective offices.
d. Network Directors in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA), National Cemetery
Administration (NCA) and [District] Directors in the Veterans Benefits Administration
(VBA) are the approving officials [for incentives] for employees in non-centralized
positions under their jurisdiction.
e. Subject to [the] approval limits in this part, Medical Center, Regional Office and
Cemetery Directors [ ] are the approving officials [for incentives] for employees in noncentralized positions under their jurisdiction. This approval authority may not be redelegated.
f. [The Assistant Secretary for Human Resources and Administration/Operations,
Security, and Preparedness is the approving official for all waiver requests due to
breach of service obligation.]
g. Additional statements of responsibility may be included in separate chapters of this part,
where appropriate.
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CHAPTER 2. RECRUITMENT AND RELOCATION INCENTIVES
1. GENERAL.
a. Recruitment and relocation incentives may be used to appoint high quality employees in
positions that are likely to be difficult to fill without such incentives. These incentives are
authorized under 5 U.S.C. § 5753, extended to title 38 employees under the authority of
38 U.S.C. § 7410, and are governed by regulations in 5 CFR part 575, subparts A and
B, and the provisions of this chapter.
b. Subject to the approval requirements in paragraph 5 and the procedures contained in
this chapter, recruitment and relocation incentives of up to 25 percent of an employee’s
annual rate of basic pay in effect at the beginning of the service period multiplied by the
number of years in a service agreement (four-year maximum) may be authorized to high
quality employees in positions that are likely difficult to fill without such incentives.
Approving officials may authorize group recruitment incentives of up to 25 percent for a
targeted group or category of similar positions that have been difficult to fill in the past or
that may be difficult to fill in the future. The targeted group or category of employees
authorized to receive a group recruitment incentive must be narrowly defined using the
factors listed in subparagraph 8e of this chapter. Individual incentives or group
recruitment incentives greater than 25 percent require special approval by the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) for title 5 employees or the Under Secretary for Health
for title 38 employees. Total incentive payments may not exceed 100 percent of an
employee’s annual rate of basic pay. [Incentives may not be approved for title 38
occupations in situations where payments would cause the employee’s earnings to
exceed the aggregate pay limit.] Incentives are not considered basic pay for any
purpose. When calculating a recruitment or relocation incentive, an employee’s rate of
basic pay includes any locality-based comparability payment under 5 CFR part 531,
subpart F, or any special rate under 5 CFR part 530, subpart C or 38 U.S.C. § 7455, but
excludes additional pay of any kind, such as night shift differential or environmental
differential. For the purposes of this chapter, market pay for physicians and dentists
under 38 U.S.C. § 7431(c) will be included in basic pay. For the purposes of this
chapter, special pay for pharmacist executives and nurse executives will be included in
basic pay.
c. Prior to authorizing a recruitment or relocation incentive, organizations must first fully justify
the need for the incentive. Appendix VI-A contains VA Form 10016, Justification and
Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentives, which must be used in boththe
justification and subsequent authorization of incentives. Section A, Justification of Incentive,
should be completed as soon as an organization considers the use of an incentive in order
to determine if it is justified. Section A must be completed and signed by all appropriate
officials prior to advertising incentives on a vacancy announcement. Once an incentive is
justified for a vacant position, the vacancy announcement must contain a statement that the
incentive may be authorized. Paragraph 7 contains factors that must be addressed to justify
incentives and Appendix VI-A contains guidance for addressing each factor and instructions
for completing VA Form 10016. All group recruitment incentives must be reviewed and
recertified by the approving official on at least an annual basis to determine whether the
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group of positions is still likely to be difficult to fill. If the approving official determines that the
specified group of positions are no longer likely to be difficult to fill, then a recruitment
incentive may not be offered to newly appointed employees in that group.
d. Prior to authorizing a recruitment or relocation incentive, organizations must first fully justify
the need for the incentive. Appendix VI-A contains VA Form 10016, Justification and
Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentives, which must be used in boththe
justification and subsequent authorization of incentives. Section A, Justification of Incentive,
should be completed as soon as an organization considers the use of an incentive in order
to determine if it is justified. Section A must be completed and signed by all appropriate
officials prior to advertising incentives on a vacancy announcement. Once an incentive is
justified for a vacant position, the vacancy announcement must contain a statement that the
incentive may be authorized. Paragraph 7 contains factors that must be addressed to justify
incentives and Appendix VI-A contains guidance for addressing each factor and instructions
for completing VA Form 10016. All group recruitment incentives must be reviewed and
recertified by the approving official on at least an annual basis to determine whether the
group of positions is still likely to be difficult to fill. If the approving official determines that the
specified group of positions are no longer likely to be difficult to fill, then a recruitment
incentive may not be offered to newly appointed employees in that group.
e. Once a candidate is selected to receive an incentive, organizations must complete
Section B, Authorization of Incentive, of VA Form 10016. Section B contains
information on the candidate’s qualifications, the authorized percentage, payment
method, service obligation length and other information specific to the individual. If
delays in the recruitment process result in a candidate being authorized to receive an
incentive more than six months (not to exceed one year) from the date Section A was
originally approved, a separate memorandum certifying the conditions described in
Section A still exist must be signed and dated by the appropriate authorizing official and
attached to the original VA Form 10016. This phase of the authorization process must
also include a completed service agreement signed by the candidate and the approving
official specifying the terms and conditions for which the incentive is payable. VA Form
10016 and the service agreement must be approved before a candidate enters on duty.
Approvals may not be made on a retroactive basis. Appendix VI-B contains a sample
recruitment/relocation service agreement and instructions for completion.
f. Except for positions centralized to the Office of the Secretary, approving officials may
delegate to an official at a level no lower than a candidate’s potential supervisor the
authority to offer a recruitment incentive when necessary to make a timely offer of
employment. Section A of VA Form 10016 must be completed prior to or at the time of
such delegation. The delegation must be in writing and specify the conditions under
which an incentive may be offered, including payment range and time period in which the
delegation is in effect. The delegation may also include a candidate’s necessary
qualifications, skill level, service agreement requirements, and other conditions specified
by the approving official. A copy of the delegation will be filed in the servicing human
resources office and maintained with the completed VA Form 10016 and employee
service agreement. The approving official, not the delegated official, must ultimately sign
VA Form 10016.
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[g. Approving officials, in consultation with HRM and budget officials, also have the
flexibility to authorize relocation allowances under the Permanent Change of Station
(PCS), to include the Appraised Value Offer (AVO) program. The justification and
approval process for authorizing relocation allowances are separate and distinct from
procedures for authorizing recruitment and relocation incentives covered by this
chapter. The process for authorizing relocation allowances is covered in the Federal
Travel Regulations. The Office of Management’s Travel Policy Service’s policy
guidance related to the authorization of relocation allowances under PCS, including the
AVO program, is located in VA Finance Policy, Volume XIV, Chapter 8. In addition, VA
Handbook 5005 provides the basic criteria and approval procedures for utilization of
PCS/relocation allowances.]
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2. COVERAGE.
a. Recruitment incentives may be paid to full-time and part-time employees; recruitment
incentives may not be paid to intermittent employees except when approved at the
Network Director, Area Director, Deputy Assistant Secretary level, or higher.
b. Relocation incentives may be paid to full-time employees only; relocation incentives
may not be paid to part-time or intermittent employees.
c. Subject to the employment status above and the eligibility requirements in paragraph 6
below, incentives may be offered to employees in the following positions or
appointments:
(1) Title 5 and [Title 38]Hybrid Positions. General Schedule (GS) positions paid
under 5 U.S.C. § 5332 (including "hybrid" positions listed under 38 U.S.C. § 7401(3)
or approved for 38 U.S.C. § 7401(3) hybrid status by the [Assistant Secretary for
Human Resources and Administration/Operations, Security, and Preparedness] in
accordance with VA Handbook 5005, Part II, Chapter 3, Section A, paragraph 2), 5
U.S.C. § 5305 or 38 U.S.C. § 7455; senior-level or scientific and professional
positions paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5376; Senior Executive Service (SES) positions paid
under 5 U.S.C. § 5383; law enforcement officer positions as defined by 5 CFR §
550.103; Executive Schedule positions paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5311-5317 or a
position the rate of pay for which is fixed by law at a rate equal to a rate for the
Executive Schedule; and Federal Wage System positions.
(2) Title 38 Positions. Under the authority of 38 U.S.C. §§ 7410, 7421, the
Secretary has extended the provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 5753 to physicians,
dentists, podiatrists, optometrists, chiropractors, registered nurses, physician
assistants, and expanded-function dental auxiliaries appointed under 38 U.S.C.
§ 7401(1). Individuals appointed under 38 U.S.C. § 7306, 7405(a)(1)(A) or (B)
for a minimum period of at least one year are also covered. See 5 U.S.C. §
5753(a)(1)(B). This chapter constitutes VA policy with respect to recruitment
and relocation incentives for title 38 employees.
d. Group recruitment incentives may be authorized for a group or category of fulltime or part-time employees occupying the positions and appointments listed
in subparagraph 2c, except those that are listed as an excluded position in
subparagraph 3d of this chapter. The targeted group or category of
employees authorized to receive a group recruitment incentive must be
narrowly defined using the factors listed in subparagraph8e of this chapter.
3. EXCLUSIONS.
a. Recruitment and relocation incentives may not be paid to individuals to be
appointed forless than a one year period; as experts and consultants; on a
without-compensation basis; as a Presidential appointee or in expectation of a
Presidential appointment; as a non-career SES appointee as defined in 5
U.S.C. § 3132(a)(7); or in a position which
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has been excepted from the competitive service by reason of its confidential, policydetermining, policy-making, or policy-advocating character. These incentives may also
not be paid to those with scholarship obligations to VA resulting from education or
training activities. Employees in the Veterans Canteen Service (VCS) appointed under
38 U.S.C. Chapter 78 are excluded from the provisions of this chapter but are covered
under the provisions of VCS Directive 08-02, Recruitment, Relocation[,] and Retention
Incentives.
b. Recruitment incentives may not be paid to individuals with less than a 90-day break in
Federal service unless the 90-day period immediately preceding the appointment was in
one or more of the following:
(1) A time-limited appointment in the competitive or excepted service;
(2) Employment with the Government of the District of Columbia (DC) when the
candidate was first appointed by the DC Government on or after October 1, 1987;
(3) Appointment as an expert or consultant under 5 U.S.C. § 3109 and 5 CFR part 304;
(4) A non-permanent appointment [ ] in the competitive or excepted service;
(5) A provisional appointment under 5 CFR § 316.403;
(6) Appointment under [an internship program defined in 5 CFR 213.3402(a)];
(7) An SES limited term or limited emergency appointment as defined in 5 U.S.C. §
3132(a)(5) or (a)(6), respectively.
c. Individuals in Federal service in a government-controlled corporation, the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the Virgin Islands Corporation, the Atomic Energy Commission, the
Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the Government
Accountability Office, the Defense Intelligence Agency[,] or the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency must also have at least a 90-day break in service in order to be
eligible for a recruitment incentive.
[d. In addition to the general exclusions in subparagraph a through c above, recruitment
incentives may not be authorized on a group or category basis for employees appointed
in senior-level, scientific, or professional positions paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5376; in SES
positions; in positions paid under the Executive Schedule (EX) or in positions for which
the rate of pay is fixed by law at a rate equal to a rate for the EX.]
4. RESPONSIBIITIES.
a. Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Other Key Officials, Deputy Assistant
Secretaries, and Facility Directors are responsible for the prudent and fiscally
responsible administration of this policy and for ensuring that recruitment and relocation
incentives, where recommended or approved, are determined in accordance with the
criteria and procedures in this chapter.
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b. The Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer (OCHCO) is responsible for advising
management officials on the regulations and procedures in this chapter, conducting
technical reviews of incentives submitted for OPM’s approval, conducting technical
reviews for title 38 incentives requiring the Under Secretary for Health’s approval,
[conducting technical reviews of debt waiver requests due to breach of service
obligation,] auditing incentives for non-centralized positions and centralized positions,
monitoring usage trends and anomalies[,] and fulfilling Department-wide reporting
requirements to the Secretary as contained in this chapter or as required by government
entities.
c. The Corporate Senior Executive Management Office (CSEMO) is responsible for
advising management officials on the application of regulations and procedures for
executive positions and for conducting technical reviews of incentives and assuring the
completeness of authorizations for [] SES, title 38 SES-equivalent[,] and senior-level
employees. The CSEMO will ensure that the incentive has been justified and approved
prior to advertising incentives on a vacancy announcement and will maintain
documentation adequate for reconstruction for each incentive submission.
d. Human Resources Management Officers (HRMOs) are responsible for:
(1) Advising management officials on the provisions in this chapter, providing technical
advice and assistance on incentive percentages, length of service obligation
requirements, definition of the geographic area (when appropriate), [ ] [conducting
technical reviews,] and assuring the completeness of authorizations prepared and
approved at the local level.
(2) Reviewing and concurring on all justifications and approvals to ensure factors are
fully addressed, accurate[,] and current and that all information meets the
requirements for approval. The review and concurrence of justifications (Section A,
Justification and Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentives, VA Form
10016) must occur prior to advertising incentives on vacancy announcements; the
review and concurrence of the authorizations (Section B, Justification and
Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentives, VA Form 10016) must occur
before an employee enters on duty.
(3) Maintaining documentation adequate for reconstruction of each case, and
[preparing] reports as required.
(4) Reviewing the records of those being considered for positions to determine whether
a service obligation remains unfulfilled and, if so, notifying the recruiting office.
(5) For relocation incentives, confirming that a candidate’s most recent performance
rating of record is at least “Fully Successful” or equivalent[,] that the employee has
established a residence in the new geographic area before payment is processed[,
as well as ensuring the employee establishes and maintains a residence in the
specified geographic area for the duration of the service period.
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e. Supervisors will ensure that each incentive recipient maintains a performance rating of
record of at least “Fully Successful” or equivalent. If a rating of record is lower than
“Fully Successful” or equivalent, they will contact the approving official for immediate
termination of the service agreement.
f. The Office of [ ] Management will develop, in coordination with OCHCO, incentive
payment, refund, and waiver procedures.
g. Employees are responsible for signing a service agreement to receive an incentive and
for completing the required service in accordance with the terms of the service
agreement. For relocation incentives, employees are responsible for certifying to the
servicing human resources office the establishment of a residence in the geographic
area for which the incentive is authorized.
5. APPROVING AND RECOMMENDING OFFICIALS.
e. The Secretary, or designee, is the approving official [for incentives] for employees
occupying positions centralized to the Secretary’s office. This includes employees in
the SES, title 38 SES-equivalents[,] [ ] senior-level or scientific and professional
positions[, and GS-15 employees in centralized positions]. [Prior to submission to the
Secretary,] CSEMO conducts a technical review and makes recommendation[s] for all
incentives for SES, title 38 SES-equivalents[,] and SL employees submitted to the
Secretary, or designee, for approval.
f. Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Other Key Officials, and Deputy Assistant
Secretaries, or their designees, are the recommending officials [for incentives] for
employees in their organizations occupying positions centralized to the Secretary.
They, or their designees, are the approving officials [for incentives] for employees
occupying VA Central Office positions in their organizations that are not centralized to
the Secretary, and employees occupying field positions centralized to their offices.
g. Network Directors in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and National Cemetery
Administration (NCA), and [District] Directors in the Veterans Benefits Administration
(VBA) are the approving officials for incentives for employees in non-centralized
positions under their direct jurisdiction or organization. Also[,] these individuals are the
approving officials for all incentives greater than 15 percent recommended by Facility
Directors within their respective Network or [District]. These individuals are also
approving officials for incentives paid to employees with an unfulfilled service obligation
from a previous incentive and for recruitment incentives for intermittent employees. The
approval authority for officials in this category may not be re-delegated.
[]
[d]. Medical Center Directors, Regional Office Directors, [and] Cemetery Directors [ ] are
the approving officials for incentives up to 15 percent for employees in non-centralized
positions under their jurisdiction. This approval authority may not be re-delegated.
These officials may not approve incentives greater than 15 percent, incentives to
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employees with unfulfilled service obligation from a previous incentive, or recruitment
incentives for intermittent employees.
[e] [OPM] may authorize recruitment and relocation incentives in excess of 25 percent, but
not in excess of 50 percent, for SES and title 5 employees based on a critical VA need.
The Secretary may take similar action for title 38 SES-equivalent employees; the Under
Secretary for Health may do so for title 38 employees that are not SES-equivalent.
[f.] Except as otherwise provided, an official at a level lower than the approving official is
the recommending official for all incentives. Under Secretaries and Assistant
Secretaries may serve both as the recommending official and approving official for
incentives, except for incentives that require the Secretary’s or designee’s approval.
[g. The Assistant Secretary for Human Resources and Administration/Operations, Security,
and Preparedness is the approving official for all waiver requests due to breach of
service obligation. This approval authority may not be re-delegated.]
6. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.
a. Recruitment Incentives. Recruitment incentives may be authorized to full-time, parttime[,] or intermittent individuals in their first appointment as a Federal employee or to a
newly appointed former Federal employee with at least a 90-day break in service
(except as provided in subparagraph 3b), when the approving official determines that it
would be difficult to fill the position with a high quality candidate without the incentive.
Recruitment incentives may be used in combination with certain other allowances and
authorities, such as reimbursement of travel and transportation expenses, appointment
at above-minimum rates, special [salary] rates, student loan repayments, and waivers of
annuity offsets for retirees, to fill positions with high quality candidates. They are not,
however, to be given as substitutes for payment of moving expenses.
b. Relocation Incentives.
(1) Relocation incentives may be authorized to full-time Federal employees who must
change worksite[s] and physically relocate to a different geographic area when the
approving official determines that without the incentive, it would be difficult to fill the
position with a high-quality candidate. Relocation incentives may not be authorized
for part-time or intermittent employees. Relocation incentives may be authorized for
permanent relocations or for temporary relocations of 120 days or more. An
additional incentive may not be paid if a temporary assignment is extended beyond
the initial proposed completion date. Relocation incentives may be used in
combination with certain other allowances and authorities, such as reimbursement of
travel and transportation expenses, special [salary] rates, student loan repayments,
and waivers of annuity offsets for retirees, to fill positions with high quality
candidates. They are not, however, to be given as substitutes for payment of
moving expenses. Relocation incentives are payable only to individuals who are
employees of the Federal Government immediately before the relocation.
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(2) A position is in a different geographic area if the worksite of the new position is 50 or
more miles from the worksite of the position held immediately before the move
[(“new geographic area”)]. If the worksite of the new position is less than 50 miles
from the worksite of the position held immediately before the move, but the
employee must relocate to accept the position, the approving official may waive the
50-mile requirement and pay the employee a relocation incentive. Any such waiver
shall be documented in the relocation incentive approval document.
(3) A relocation incentive may be paid only when the employee’s rating of record for the
position held immediately before the move is at least “Fully Successful” or
equivalent.
(4) Prior to receipt of a relocation incentive, employees must [relocate and establish a
residence in the new geographic area as defined under paragraph 6b(2), and as
specified in the relocation service agreement. An employee receiving a relocation
incentive may establish a residence in the new geographic area in several ways,
including but not limited to: purchasing or renting a home, apartment, or
condominium; residing at a residence of a friend or family member; or residing in a
hotel for the duration of the service agreement.] Employees will submit written selfcertification, which must include the employee’s new address, to the human
resources office once a residence is established in order to generate payment of the
incentive.
(5) Employees must maintain residency in the new geographic area for the duration of
the service agreement to continue receiving relocation incentive payments and to
otherwise complete the terms of the service agreement. Servicing human resources
offices should periodically require an employee receiving a relocation incentive to
provide proof of residency in order to verify the terms of the relocation service
agreement have not been breached. Examples of proof of residency may include
but are not limited to a lease, proof of purchasing property, utility bill, or a similar
document that shows the employee still resides in the new geographic area.
(6) A relocation incentive is not payable and may not commence for the same period of
employment covered by a recruitment incentive or previous relocation incentive. A
relocation incentive may be payable and may commence for a period of employment
covered by a retention incentive service agreement or retention incentive payment.
When a relocation incentive is authorized for an employee covered by a retention
incentive, any such service agreements must run concurrently. A retention incentive
paid on a biweekly basis must be terminated prior to authorizing a subsequent
incentive. A retention incentive followed by a relocation incentive is the only
instance in which an employee may receive more than one incentive and fulfill
concurrent service agreements for the same period of service.
(7) A retention incentive paid in biweekly installments without a Retention Service
Agreement must be terminated in order to authorize a relocation incentive.
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7. JUSTIFICATION OF INCENTIVES.
a. Section A, Justification of Incentive, which is contained in VA Form 10016, Justification
and Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentives, is the basis for determining
that a position is likely to be difficult to fill without the use of an incentive. This section
must be completed by the recommending official as soon as an organization determines
that an incentive may be needed. The servicing human resources office must review
and concur on justifications to ensure they are specific, current[,] and relevant for the
position(s). Section A must be completed and properly authorized prior to placing a
statement on the vacancy announcement that a recruitment or relocation incentive may
be authorized. When a position is filled through a vacancy announcement, an incentive
cannot be approved unless it was advertised on the vacancy announcement.
b. Recommending officials must consider and fully document how each of the following
factors contribute to the determination that an incentive is needed. If a factor does not
apply, the justification must explain why a factor is not appropriate. Appendix VI-A
contains instructions and guidance on fully addressing each of the following:
(1) The availability and quality of candidates possessing the competencies required for
the position including the success of efforts within the previous six months to recruit
candidates for similar positions using indicators such as job acceptance rates, the
proportion of positions filled, and the length of time to fill similar positions.
(2) The salaries typically paid outside the Federal Government for similar positions;
(3) Turnover within the previous six months in similar positions;
(4) Employment trends and labor-market factors that may affect the ability to recruit
candidates for the position or similar positions;
(5) Special or unique competencies required for the position;
(6) Efforts to use non-pay authorities such as special training and work scheduling
flexibilities to resolve difficulties alone or in combination with a recruitment
incentive;
(7) The desirability of the duties, work or organizational environment, or geographic
location of the position; and[,]
(8) Other supporting factors, such as historical information on the occupations or types
of positions VA has had trouble in filling with high quality candidates or geographic
areas that traditionally have been considered less desirable.
c. Justifications of incentives will not contain employee-specific information but rather will
document why a position is likely to be difficult to fill in the absence of an incentive.
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Employee-specific information will be documented in Section B, Authorization of
Incentive, of VA Form 10016 once a candidate is selected and offered an incentive.
8. AUTHORIZATION OF INCENTIVES.
a. Once a candidate is selected and offered an incentive, Section B, Authorization of
Incentive, of VA Form 10016, Justification and Authorization of Recruitment and
Relocation Incentives, must be completed with employee-specific information,
authorized percentage, effective date, payment method and schedule, service obligation
length period, the candidate’s qualifications[,] and other required information. Section
A, Justification of Incentive, must be fully completed and signed by the appropriate
officials prior to the completion of Section B. Appendix VI-A contains instructions and
guidance for the completion of Section B.
b. Incentive requests will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the Human Resources
Office and approving official. Requests for non-centralized positions will be submitted to
the approving official through [the appropriate chain of command] [ ] and the local
human resources office for technical review [ ]. Requests should be submitted early
enough to permit approval of the incentive before the effective date of employment or
before the employee relocates. Incentives for positions centralized to the Office of the
Secretary will be submitted as part of the appointment package through [the appropriate
chain of command.] The CSEMO will conduct a technical review and make
recommendation[s] for all incentive requests for SES, title 38 SES-equivalent[,] and SL
employees. Decisions to pay a recruitment or relocation incentive must be made on a
case-by-case basis for each employee or group[ ] of employees.
c. Incentives may not be authorized to [an employee or group of employees] solely due to
superior qualifications or to compensate employees for [a] pay disparity with
comparable positions in the private sector[ ]. Incentives may only be authorized when
justifications fully document the difficulty of filling a position [or a targeted group or
category of positions] with a highly qualified candidate without an incentive. An
incentive must be justified, documented[,] and approved for a position using Section A,
Justification and Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentive, [of] VA Form
10016, before a recruitment or relocation incentive may be authorized for a specific
employee [or group or category of employees].
d. For vacancy announcements that yield a significant number of qualified applicants, the
facility must be able to document why the selectee is the top candidate and that the
selectee will not accept the position without the use of an incentive. The documentation
must include the rating and ranking criteria used to distinguish the best qualified
candidates from those applicants determined to be minimally qualified. Incentives
should be used to attract the best qualified candidate(s) to accept a difficult to fill
position on an as needed basis. The selecting official may choose to make a job offer
to a qualified candidate without an incentive or re-announce the position in hopes of
attracting more suitable candidates.
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e. A facility may target groups of similar positions (excluding positions listed in
subparagraph 3d of this part) that have been difficult to fill in the past or that may be
difficult to fill in the future. Requests to pay group recruitment incentives must narrowly
define the targeted group or category of employees and address the following factors:
(1) Occupational series;
(2) Grade level;
(3) Distinctive job duties;
(4) Unique competencies required for the position;
(5) Organizational or team designation; and,
(6) Geographic location.]
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9. DETERMINING INCENTIVE AMOUNTS.
a. The total amount of incentive payments paid to an employee in a service period [is
calculated by multiplying the employee’s annual rate of basic pay at the beginning of the
service period by the percentage authorized (not to exceed 25 percent), and then
multiplying the resulting amount by the total number of years in the service period (not
to exceed 4 years). The service period can include fractions of a year. For example, if
the employee’s annual rate of basic pay at the beginning of the service period is
$75,000, and a recruitment incentive of 15 percent is authorized with a three-year
service agreement, the total amount of incentive payments paid to the employee in the
service period will be $33,750 ($75,000 x 15%) x 3 = $33,750.] Amounts greater than
15 percent must be approved at the Network or [District] Director level or higher (see
paragraphs 5b, 5c and 5d). Amounts greater than 25 percent must be approved by
OPM for title 5 employees, the Secretary for title 38 SES-equivalent employees[,] and
the Under Secretary for Health for all other title 38 employees (see subparagraph 5f).
NOTE: For hourly rate employees, compute an annual rate of basic pay by multiplying
the employee’s hourly rate in effect at the beginning of the service period by 2,087.
b. To determine the factor for the number of years in a service period, divide the total
number of calendar days in the service period by 365 and round the result to two
decimal places. For example, a service period covering 39 biweekly pay periods equals
546 days. The total calendar days divided by 365 days equal 1.50 years. In this
example, if the local approving official approves a 20 percent recruitment incentive and
the employee’s annual rate of basic pay in effect at the beginning of the service period
is $40,000, the total incentive payable is $12,000 ($40,000 [x] 20 percent [x] 1.5).
c. The approved percentage and length of service selected should reasonably correlate to
the difficulty experienced in obtaining high quality candidates. The highest percentage
and maximum service lengths will be reserved for positions for which VA experiences
the greatest difficulty in obtaining high quality candidates and for which VA has
documented evidence of long-term staffing difficulties. It is important to make
meaningful and consistent distinctions in determining approved percentages and
service periods. The factors in paragraph 7 shall be considered when determining an
appropriate percentage and required service period.
d. Subject to the approval levels in paragraph 5, incentive amounts may not exceed 25
percent of the annual rate of basic pay; therefore, calculation of incentives of 25 percent
which result in a fraction of a dollar will be rounded down to the next whole dollar.
Incentive amounts of less than 25 percent will be rounded up for $0.50 or more and
down for $0.49 or less to the nearest whole dollar.
e. In order to exceed the 25 percent limitation (subject to the approval levels in paragraph
5e), the recommending official must fully address each factor in paragraph 7 and
determine that the competencies required for the position are critical to the successful
accomplishment of an important VA mission, project, or initiative, (e.g., program or
project related to a national emergency, implementing a new law or critical management
initiative). The additional criteria needed to exceed 25 percent may be documented in
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Section A, Item 7h, Other Supporting Factors or Special Circumstances [,] of VA Form
10016, Justification and Authorization of Recruitment and Relocation Incentives.
(1) Under this subparagraph, the total amount of incentive payments requested may not
exceed 50 percent of the employee’s annual rate of basic pay in effect at the
beginning of the service period multiplied by the number of years (including fractions
of a year) in the service period. However, under no circumstances may incentive
payments exceed 100 percent of the employee’s annual rate of basic pay in effect at
the beginning of the service period. For example, an employee who signs a two
year service agreement and whose annual rate of basic pay is $75,000 can be paid
a total incentive of $75,000 ($75,000 [x] 50 percent [x] 2). However, a 50 percent
incentive could not be approved for this employee if the service agreement was
longer than two years since this would result in an incentive amount greater than
100 percent of the employee’s annual rate of basic pay in effect at the beginning of
the service period.
(2) Requests to pay incentives greater than 25 percent for employees other than SES,
title 38 SES-equivalent[,] and SL employees must be submitted through [the]
appropriate [chain of command] to OCHCO, Compensation and Classification
Service (055)[,] for technical review and recommendation. Requests to pay
[individual] incentives greater than 25 percent for SES, title 38 SES-equivalent[,] and
SL employees must be submitted through [the] appropriate [chain of command] to
the CSEMO (006E) for technical review and recommendation. [SES, title 38 SESequivalent, and SL employees are not eligible for group incentives.] Only requests
meeting the criteria in this chapter will be forwarded to OPM, the Under Secretary for
Health, or the Secretary for approval.
10. PAYMENT METHODS AND PROCEDURES.
a. Incentive payments may be paid biweekly, as a lump-sum, or in installments subject to
the following limitations. Only one of the following payment methods may be used for
each incentive:
(1) Biweekly. Payments must be in equal biweekly payments at the full authorized
percentage each pay period;
(2) Installments. [Payments may be made in] installments [at the percentage
authorized at the beginning of the service period in four or fewer equal installments
per year,] throughout the service period required by the service agreement; or,
(3) Lump-Sum. An initial payment may be made at the beginning of the service period
or a final lump-sum payment may be made upon full completion of the required
service period.
b. Payment of a relocation incentive may be made only after the incentive has been
approved, the employee has signed a service agreement, the effective date of the
employment action has passed[,] and the employee has relocated for the purpose of
establishing a residence. Employees must submit a written self-certification to the
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human resources office, which must include the employee’s new address, to
documentthat they have established a residence in the new geographic area
before the incentiveis actually paid.
b. An initial lump sum payment for a recruitment incentive may be made prior to
the effective date of employment only if the incentive has been approved and
the employeehas signed a service agreement.
c. In order to reduce the repayment liability due to breached service agreements,
approving officials are encouraged to structure payments to cover one-year
increments.For example, if a recruitment incentive is authorized for three
years, an employee will initially receive payment only for the first year. After
one year of completed service, the employee will receive the second payment;
after two years of completed service, theemployee will receive the third and
final payment.
11. AGGREGATE LIMIT ON COMPENSATION. An employee may not receive any portion of
an incentive that, when added to the annual rate of the employee's continuing payments
and any lump sum payments received earlier in the calendar year, would exceed aggregate
limits on pay. For title 5 employees, any excess portion of the incentive may not be paid
until the beginning of the next calendar year. The title 5 deferral process does not apply to
physicians, podiatrists, or dentists [appointed under 38 U.S.C. § 7401(1)] because of the
compensation limitations set out in 38 U.S.C. § 7431(e)(4). Refer to [VA Handbook 5007,
P]art VII, [C]hapter 2 for information on aggregate [pay] limits. Local [HRM] [ ] officials will
inform an incentive recipient affected by an aggregate [pay] limit and include an
explanation in the service agreement.
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12. RECRUITMENT OR RELOCATION SERVICE AGREEMENT.
a. In order to receive a recruitment incentive, employees must sign a service agreement
and agree to complete a specified period of service in VA, or at a specific duty station.
For a relocation incentive, the service must be completed at a specific duty station or
with a successor agency in the event of a transfer of function. Incentive recipients must
complete the obligated service period or repay the incentive unless repayment is waived
(see paragraph 15c). A sample service agreement is provided in Appendix VI-B.
b. The service agreement must include the commencement and termination dates of the
required service period. Except as provided in the agreement, the required service
period for recruitment incentives must begin upon the commencement of service with
VA. For relocation incentives, the required service period must begin after the
employee establishes a residence in the new geographic area. In order to continue to
receive relocation incentive payments, the employee must maintain a residence in the
new geographic area, as defined under 6b(2), for the duration of the service period.
The service period for both recruitment and relocation incentives must begin at the
beginning of a pay period and terminate on the last day of a pay period. If service with
VA does not begin on the first day of a pay period, VA must delay the service period
commencement date so that the required service period begins on the first day of the
first pay period beginning on or after the commencement of service with VA or
establishment of a residence.
c. A service agreement commencement date may be delayed until after the employee
completes an initial period of formal training or required probationary period when
continued employment in the position is contingent on successful completion of the
formal training or probationary period. However, the determination to pay a recruitment
incentive must be made before the employee enters on duty in the position and the
service agreement must specify that if the employee does not successfully complete the
training or probationary period before the service period commences, VA is not
obligated to pay any portion of the recruitment incentive to the employee.
d. The service agreement must specify the total amount of the incentive, the method of
paying the incentive, the timing and amount of each incentive payment, the specific
conditions under which VA must terminate a service agreement, the specific conditions
under which VA may terminate a service agreement, and the effect of termination of a
service agreement on any additional payments for partially completed service. The
service agreement may include any other terms or conditions that, if violated, will result
in a termination of the service agreement. For example, the service agreement may
specify the employee’s work schedule, type of position, and the duties that are expected
to be performed. In addition, the service agreement may address the extent to which a
period of time on detail or in paid leave status is creditable toward the completion of the
service period.
e. The service agreement must be signed and dated by the employee and the requesting
official and attached to the completed VA Form 10016, Justification and Authorization of
Recruitment and Relocation Incentives. The approved VA Form 10016 and service
agreement will be filed on the temporary side of the employee's e-OPF until the
completion of the required service period. Copies of the service agreement will be
given to the employee and the servicing fiscal office and one will be kept with the
documentation file.
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13. SERVICE OBLIGATIONS
a. The minimum service period for a recruitment incentive is six months. The minimum service
period required for a relocation incentive for a permanent relocation is six months; for a temporary
relocation it is 120 days.
b. Service in a non-pay status will not count toward satisfying the service obligation. Any time in a
non-pay status will postpone the service obligation to VA and will extend the period of obligated service
by an equal amount of time.
c. An increase in hours of work after receipt of an incentive, whether initiated by the employee or
management, does not increase the incentive payment or accelerate satisfaction of the service obligation.
If an incentive recipient requests and management approves a decrease in hours of work before
completing the service obligation, repayment of a prorated portion of the incentive is required and the
length of the unsatisfied portion of the service obligation remains. The amount of the incentive to be
repaid will be computed as described in paragraph 15 below. If the hours of work are reduced at
management's request, repayment of the prorated portion of the incentive will not be required; however,
the length of the unsatisfied portion of the service obligation will remain.
d. A service obligation required for VA payment of travel and moving expenses is distinct from a
recruitment or relocation incentive service obligation and each obligation must be satisfied. However,
the same period of service may be credited toward the satisfaction of both obligations.
e. In the event of a transfer of function, the remainder of the service obligation will be satisfied with
the successor agency or VA facility. A transfer of function does not include a voluntary transfer to
another VA facility or organization at the employee’s request. An employee who breaches a service
agreement due to a voluntary transfer is subject to repayment liability. The service obligation must be
completed at the location cited in the service agreement, unless the service agreement contains
conditions for transferring an employee’s remaining obligated service to another VA facility. Employees
whose service obligation is transferred to another VA facility may not receive another incentive while
under obligated service from a previous incentive.
14. TERMINATION OF A SERVICE AGREEMENT
a. The approving official may unilaterally terminate a service agreement based solely on the
management needs of the agency. For example, VA may terminate a service agreement when the
employee’s position is affected by a reduction in force, when there are insufficient funds to continue the
planned incentive payments, or when VA assigns the employee to a different position (if the different
position is not within the terms of the service agreement). If a service agreement is terminated under this
subparagraph, the employee is entitled to all incentive payments that are attributable to completed
service and to retain any portion of an incentive payment already paid that is attributable to uncompleted
service.
b. The approving official must terminate a service agreement if an employee is demoted or separated
for cause (i.e., for unacceptable performance or conduct), if the employee receives a rating of record of
less than “Fully Successful” or equivalent, or if the employee otherwise fails to fulfill the terms of the
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service agreement. If a service agreement is terminated under this subparagraph, the
employee is entitled to retain incentive payments previously paid by VA that is attributable
to the completed portion of the service period. If the employee received incentive
payments thatare less than the amount that would be attributable to the completed portion
of the serviceperiod, VA is not obligated to pay the employee the amount attributable to
completed service, unless VA agreed to such payment under the terms of the service
agreement. If the employee received incentive payments in excess of the amount that
would be attributable to the completed portion of the service period, the employee must
repay the excess amount.
c. The approving official must terminate a service agreement and the employee must
repay the entire recruitment incentive when the employee is separated as a result of
material false or inaccurate statements, or deception or fraud in examination or
appointment, or as a result of failing to meet employment qualifications.
d. The approving official must terminate a relocation service agreement if the employee
fails to maintain residency in the new geographic area, as defined under 6b(2), for the
duration of the service period. If a service agreement is terminated under this
subparagraph, the employee is entitled to retain incentive payments previously paid by
VA that are attributable to the completed portion of the service period for which the
employee maintained a residence in the designated geographic area. If the employee
received incentive payments after moving out of the designated geographic area, the
employee must repay the excess amount received.
[e. Incentive payments for employees in title 38 occupations must be terminated and no
further payments made, when it is determined that incentive payments would cause the
employee’s earnings to exceed the aggregate pay limit.]
[f]. An employee must be notified in writing when a service agreement is terminated. The
termination of a service agreement is not grievable or appealable.
15. REPAYMENT REQUIREMENTS.
a. General. An employee who fails to complete a service obligation or otherwise fulfill the
terms of a service agreement shall be indebted to the Federal Government for incentive
payments received in excess of the amount that would be attributable to the completed
portion of the service period, and must repay the excess amount of the incentive on a
prorated basis, unless a waiver is approved. A repayment requirement also occurs
when a service agreement is terminated by the approving official under the conditions in
subparagraph 14b or 14c.
b. Determining the Amount of Repayment Obligation. The following calculations apply
only when an employee is entitled to retain payments that are attributable to completed
service. They do not apply when a service agreement is terminated under paragraph
14c since the employee must repay the entire incentive.
(1) Credit will be granted for each full biweekly pay period in the service period
completed by the employee.
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(2) If the incentive was paid in equal bi-weekly installments, a repayment obligation will
not exist unless there is a reduction in the employee’s work hours.
(3) For breached or terminated service agreements, determine the repayment obligation
as follows:
(a) Divide the total incentive amount authorized by the total number of pay
periods inthe service obligation (e.g., $12,000 incentive divided by 39-pay
period obligation = $307.69). This is the biweekly incentive amount.
(b) Multiply the resulting amount in subparagraph (a) above by the number of
pay periods remaining in the service obligation (e.g., if the employee
completed 28 pay periods of a 39-pay period obligation: $307.69 [x] 11 pay
periods remainingin the service obligation = $3,384.59). This is the amount
the employee must repay.
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(c) Subtract the resulting amount in subparagraph (b) above from the total incentive amount
authorized (e.g., $12,000 minus $3,384.59 = $8,615.41). This is the amount attributable to service
completed under the service agreement.
(d) Compare the resulting amount in subparagraph (c) above to the total of the incentive payments
already paid to the employee under the service agreement. The employee must repay any amount
received in excess of the amount determined in subparagraph (c) above (e.g., if the employee received
the $12,000 incentive as a lump sum payment at the commencement of the service period, $3,384.59
must be repaid to VA. If the employee received payments totaling less than the resulting amount in
subparagraph (c) above, the employee is owed the difference.
(4) For reductions in the number of work hours, determine the repayment obligation as follows:
(a) Divide the total incentive amount authorized by the total number of pay periods in the service
obligation (e.g., $6,000 incentive divided by 26-pay period obligation = $230.77 bi-weekly incentive
amount). This is the bi-weekly incentive amount.
(b) Multiply the resulting amount in subparagraph (a) above by the number of pay periods remaining
in the service obligation (e.g., if the employee completed 17 pay periods of the 26-pay period obligation
before changing their work hours: $230.77 times 9 pay periods remaining in the service obligation =
$2,076.93).
(c) Multiply the resulting amount in subparagraph (b) above by the amount of the reduction in hours
to arrive at the repayment obligation (e.g., a full-time (8/8) employee reduces hours worked to 3/8. 8/8 3/8 = 5/8s - (5 ÷ 8 = .625 / .625 times $2,076.93 = $1,298.08). This is the amount the employee must
repay.
(d) Compare the resulting amount in subparagraph (c) above to the total of the incentive payments
already paid to the employee under the service agreement. The employee must repay any amount
received in excess of the amount determined in subparagraph (c) above (e.g., if the employee received
the $6,000 incentive as a lump sum payment at the commencement of the service period, $1,298.08 must
be repaid to VA. If the employee received payments totaling less than the total incentive amount
reduced by the repayment amount determined in subparagraph (c) above, the employee is owed the
difference (e.g., if the employee was to receive the incentive as a lump sum at the end of the required
service period, the employee is owed $4,701.92: $6,000 minus the $1,298.08 repayment amount).
(5) The local payroll office must take appropriate action to collect any amount received by the
employee in excess of the amount attributable to the completed period of service, or to submit
overpayment determination to the payroll provider to support debt billing and collection. As appropriate,
the local payroll office must submit documentation to the payroll provider to pay additional amounts due
the employee to include any waiver determination.
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(6) Unless a waiver is granted, amounts owed shall be recovered in accordance with
VA’s normal debt collection procedures as provided under 5 U.S.C. 5517 and
subpart K of 5 CFR, part 550(b) or other appropriate authority.
c. Criteria for Approval of Waivers.
(1) A request for waiver will be approved when an employee is involuntarily
separated for [a reason] other than cause[ ] (e.g., pursuant to a reorganizationor
reduction-in-force).
(2) As provided in 5 CFR § 575.111 and 5 CFR § 575. 211, [ ] all or part of an
employee’s repayment requirements for breach of service agreements [may be
waived] if there is a determination that recovery would be against equity and
good conscience and not in the best interest of the United States. For example,
[a] waiver[ ] may be granted if an employee is unable to complete the service
obligation due to an off-duty injury or if repayment would constitute an undue
hardship due to unforeseen personal reasons. Waiver[ ][requests] under this
authority will be granted judiciously and only under compelling circumstances.
(3) A waiver will not be approved, and the incentive will be repaid on a prorated
basis for an employee who is separated for cause (e.g., [ ] [for] charges of
misconduct or delinquency)[ ] before completion of the required service period.
The employee must repay the entire [ ] incentive when the employeeis
separated as a result of material[,] false[,] or inaccurate statements[;] [ ]
deception or fraud in examination or appointment[;] or as a result of failing to
meet employment qualifications.
(4) Approving officials do not have authority to waive overpayments due to
erroneous incentive payments [ ]. Waivers for erroneous incentives must be
processed through normal debt collection procedures through the Committee on
Waivers and Compromises [(COWC)]. Erroneous incentive payments include
incentives paid to employees in which there was no authority to approve [the
incentive], incentives paid without [the] proper authorization[,] or the [incentive]
amount paid was larger than the approved amount. For example, [a] recruitment
incentive[ ] paid to a current Federal employee, or anincentive paid without the
appropriate authorization, are considered erroneous incentives.
[(5)On a quarterly basis, each Administration and Staff Office shall request a report
from the Defense Finance Accounting Service (DFAS) on incentive
indebtedness, to ensure that appropriate action has been taken to initiate debt
collection for individuals in breach of service obligation. Each Administration and
Staff Office will be required to certify each fiscal year that appropriate action has
been taken to initiate debt collection when an individual has breached their
service agreement. Servicing human resourcesoffices will be required to include
incentive indebtedness review as a separateitem on the exit checklist used when
an employee leaves federal service or transfers to another facility or agency.]
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d. Requesting Waivers. Requests for waivers due to breach of service obligation [ ]
[must be approved by the Assistant Secretary for Human Resources and
Administration/Operations, Security, and Preparedness (ASHR&A/OSP). Waiver
requests for all incentives except for SES, title 38 SES-equivalent, and SL
employees, will be submitted through the appropriate chain of command for each
Administration or Staff Office, through the Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer
(OCHCO), Compensation and Classification Service (055), for technical review prior
to approval by the ASHR&A/OSP]. Incentives which were approved for SES, title 38
SES-equivalent[,] and SL employees will be routed through [the appropriate chain of
command] [ ] to the CSEMO for technical review [prior to approval by the
ASHR&A/OSP]. Decisions on waiver requests are final within VA. [ ]
16. RECORDS AND REPORTS. Records sufficient to reconstruct the action will be
maintained by the servicing human resources office for a minimum of six years
following the end of the service obligation period or incentive payment date,
whichever is later. Each facility must keep a record of each determination to pay an
incentive and make such records available for review upon request by [OCHCO] or
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any other authorized organization. Records on incentives approved for SES, title 38
SES-equivalent[,] and SL employees will be maintained by the CSEMO. These
records will include, at a minimum: the approved justification and authorization (VA
Form 10016), the service agreement, supporting documentation described in
paragraph 7, and waiver requests, approvals or denials, as applicable. Records
shall also be made available to appropriate union officials upon request in
accordance with governing laws, rules, and regulations.
17. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION AND INTERNAL MONITORING.
[ ] [a. OCHCO’s Compensation and Classification Service (055) will extract
recruitment, relocation, and retention incentive and AVO data from Human
Resources Information System(s) (HRIS) on a quarterly basis to identify any
trends or anomalies in usage. As needed, the Compensation and Classification
Service will contact the servicing human resources offices to verify information
and to obtain copies of authorizations or other relevant documents needed for
the analysis. ]
[]
[ ] [b. An annual report on recruitment, relocation, and retention Incentives (referred to
as the Annual 3Rs Report) will be submitted from OCHCO to the ASHR&A/OSP
no later than the second quarter of the fiscal year for distribution to Under
Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, and Other Key Officials. The Annual 3Rs
Report will include incentive and AVO data for each Administration and Staff
Office to review and identify usage and trends. On an annual basis, each
Administration, Staff Office and Other Key Officials will be responsible for
completing an annual certification attesting to the strategic and prudent use of all
incentives authorized during the prior fiscal year. The certification will require
each office to review the Annual 3Rs Report for accuracy, validate the data for
their organization, and provide information on workforce and succession planning
efforts to eliminate or reduce the use of incentives. Each office will also be
required to certify that each incentive authorized in their organization was
appropriate and in compliance with VA policy contained in this part, that each
retention incentive addressed workforce and succession plans to reduce the
long-term reliance on incentives, and that appropriate action has been taken to
initiate debt collection from individuals who did not fulfill approved service
obligations. The annual certification must be signed at the Under Secretary,
Assistant Secretary or appropriate Other Key Official level. This certification level
may not be further delegated. Completed certifications will be submitted each
year by the end of the 3rd quarter to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human
Resources Management (05). A copy of the Annual Certification on Usage of
Recruitment, Relocation, and Retention Incentives and AVO Allowance template
is provided in Appendix VI-T.]
[c.] OCHCO’s Oversight and Effectiveness Service will routinely review a facility’s
incentive authorizations during onsite visits and reviews. This will include
verifying justifications and authorizations and ensuring incentives are approved in
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accordance with VA policies and Federal Government regulations.
18. CONCURRENT SERVICE AGREEMENTS.
a. In very unusual situations, an employee who has not yet completed the service
obligation for a prior incentive may be considered for another assignment.
Except as provided in [sub]paragraph c below, concurrent service agreements
and multiple incentive payments for the same period of employment are not
permitted. Employees who accept a new position but have a service obligation
due to a previous relocation or recruitment incentive are subject to the repayment
liabilities of the previously authorized service agreement unless the approving
official terminates the agreement or waives repayment.
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Terminating a service agreement or waiving repayment in order to offer an
employee a subsequent incentive is generally inappropriate and must be
approved as stated in paragraphc below.
b. A relocation incentive is not payable and may not commence for a period of
employment covered by a recruitment incentive service agreement or a previous
relocation incentive service agreement. A retention incentive followed by a
relocation incentive is the only instance in which an employee may receive more
than one incentive and fulfill concurrent service agreements for the same service
period.
c. A relocation incentive may be payable for a period of employment covered by a
retention incentive provided the conditions for both the retention incentive and
relocation exists. Concurrent service agreements for retention incentives and
relocation incentives as well as terminating an agreement or waiving repayment
in order to pay a subsequent incentive require approval at the Network, Area, or
Deputy Assistant Secretary (DAS) level or higher. Such approvals should be
limited to rare and unusual circumstances in which an employee’s retention is
directly linked to a mission critical function in which documented evidence shows
an inability to fill the position unless a subsequent incentive is approved.
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CHAPTER 3. RETENTION INCENTIVES
OTHER THAN FOR CLOSURE OR RELOCATION
OF EMPLOYING OFFICE, FACILITY OR ORGANIZATION
1. GENERAL.
a. Retention incentives may be used to retain full-time or part-time employees with
high or unique qualifications or whose services are essential to a special VA
need and are likely to leave Federal service without an incentive. These
incentives are authorized under 5 U.S.C. § 5754, extended to title 38 employees
under the authority of 38 U.S.C. § 7410, and are governed by regulations at 5
CFR part 575, subpart C, and the provisions of this chapter. For retention
incentives based on the closure or relocation of the employee’s office, facility or
organization refer to Appendix VI-Q, Retention Incentive Due to the Closure or
Relocation of Employing Office, Facility or Organization.
b. Subject to the requirements in this chapter, approving officials may authorize
individual retention incentives of up to 25 percent of an employee’s rate of basic
pay or group incentives up to 10 percent of an employee’s rate of basic pay.
Individual incentives greater than 25 percent or group incentives greater than 10
percent require special approval by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
for title 5 employees or the Under Secretary for Health for title 38 employees.
[Incentives may not be approved for title 38 occupations in situations where
payments would cause the employee’s earnings to exceed the aggregate pay
limit.] When calculating a retention incentive, an employee’s rate of basic pay
includes any locality-based comparability payment under 5 CFR part 531,
subpart F, or any special rate under 5 CFR part 530, subpart C or 38 U.S.C. §
7455 but excludes additional pay of any kind such as night shift differential or
environmental differential. For the purposes of this chapter, market pay for
physicians, dentists, and podiatrists under 38 U.S.C. § 7431(c) will be included in
basic pay. For the purposes of this chapter, special pay for pharmacist
executives and nurse executives will be included in basic pay.
c. Approving officials must review and approve each retention incentive in writing.
Incentives will be effective the beginning of the first pay period after the
appropriate official approves the request. Approvals may not be made on a
retroactive basis.
d. All retention incentives must be reviewed and recertified on at least an annual
basis. Incentives that are not reviewed and recertified as required will be
automatically terminated by VA’s human resources personnel processing system
or manually terminated by the servicing human resources office. When
automatically terminated, VA’s human resources personnel processing system
will generate an alert message advising the servicing human resources office to
issue an appropriate termination letter to the employee. Once terminated,
retention incentives may not be reinstated or reapproved retroactively. The
termination of an incentive is not grievable or appealable as authorization is
based solely on the needs of the Department.
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e. A retention incentive is an effective tool only when strategically and prudently
used to retain employees with high or unique qualifications or whose services are
essential to a special VA need when such employees are likely to leave Federal
service without an incentive. A retention incentive is not appropriate when used
primarily to compensate high performing employees for their services or essential
employees who are not likely to leave Federal service. The proper administration
of retention incentives requires periodic reviews (at least annually) to determine
the need for continued use and persistent efforts to reduce or eliminate retention
incentives as documented in an organization’s
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workforce and succession plans.
2. COVERAGE.
a. Individual Retention Incentives. Retention incentives may be authorized on an
individual basis for full-time and part-time employees who occupy the following
types of positions or appointments provided the eligibility requirements of
paragraph [6] are met:
(1) Title 5 and Hybrid Positions. General Schedule (GS) positions paid under 5
U.S.C. § 5332 (including "hybrid" positions listed under 38 U.S.C. § 7401(3)
or approved for 38 U.S.C. § 7401(3) hybrid status by the Assistant Secretary
for Human Resources and Administration[/Operations, Security, and
Preparedness] in accordance with VA Handbook 5005, Part II, Chapter 3,
Section A, paragraph 2), 5 U.S.C. § 5305 or 38 U.S.C. § 7455; seniorlevel[,][]scientific[,] and professional positions paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5376;
[][SES] positions paid under 5 U.S.C. 5383; [][LEO] positions as defined by 5
CFR 550.103; Executive Schedule positions paid under 5 U.S.C. §§ 53115317 or a position []for which [the rate of pay] is fixed by law at a rate equal to
a rate for the [][EX]; and [FWS]positions.
(2) Title 38 Positions. Under the authority of 38 U.S.C. §§ 7410,7421, the
Secretary has extended the provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 5754 to physicians,
dentists, podiatrists, optometrists, chiropractors, registered nurses, physician
assistants, and expanded-function dental auxiliaries appointed under 38
U.S.C. 7401(1). Individuals appointed under 38 U.S.C. § 7306 or §
7405(a)(1)(A) or (B), for a minimum period of at least one year are also
covered. See 5 U.S.C. § 5753(a)(1)(B). This chapter constitutes VA’s
implementing regulations with respect to retention incentives applicable to title
38 employees.
b. Group Retention Incentives. Retention incentives may be authorized for a
group or category of full-time or part-time employees occupying the positions and
appointments listed in subparagraph 2a except [ ]employees in senior-level[,] [
]scientific[,] or professional positions paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5376; SES positions
paid under 5 U.S.C. § 5383; EX positions paid under 5 U.S.C. §§ 5311-5317 or a
position [for which] the rate of pay [ ] is fixed by law at a rate equal to a rate for
the EX; and title 38 SES-equivalent employees are not eligible for group
incentives.
3. EXCLUSIONS.
a. General.
(1) Retention incentives may not be authorized for intermittent employees.
Retention incentives may not be authorized for employees appointed on a
time-limited basis of less than one year; as experts or consultants; on a
without-compensation basis; as Presidential appointees; in the SES as
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noncareer appointees as defined in 5 U.S.C. § 3132(a)(7); in a position
excepted from the competitive service by reason of its confidential, policydetermining, policy-making[,] or policy-advocating character; as a resident or
intern under 38 U.S.C. § 7406; or in the Veterans Canteen Service (see VCS
Directive 08.02, Recruitment, Relocation and Retention Incentives).
Retention incentives may not be authorized for employees with scholarship
obligations to VA resulting from education or training activities.
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(2) Except as provided in Appendix VI-Q, retention incentives may not be authorized or paid to a VA
employee who is likely to leave for employment in another VA facility, Federal agency, a Governmentcontrolled corporation, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Virgin Islands Corporation, the Atomic
Energy Commission, the Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency, the Government
Accountability Office; the Defense Intelligence Agency, or the National Imagery and Mapping Agency.
b. Group Incentive Exclusions. In addition to the general exclusions in subparagraph a above,
retention incentives may not be authorized on a group or category basis for employees appointed in
senior-level or scientific or professional positions paid under 5 U.S.C. 5376; in SES positions; in
positions paid under the Executive Schedule; or, in positions the rate of pay for which is fixed by law at
a rate equal to a rate for the Executive Schedule.
4. RESPONSIBILITIES
a. Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Other Key Officials, Deputy Assistant Secretaries, and
facility directors are responsible for the fiscally responsible administration of this policy and for ensuring
that retention incentives, where recommended or approved, are determined in accordance with the
criteria and procedures in this chapter.
b. The Office of Human Resources Management (OHRM) is responsible for advising management
officials on the regulations and procedures in this chapter, conducting technical reviews of incentive
requests submitted to OPM, auditing retention incentives, monitoring usage trends and anomalies on a
quarterly basis, and for compiling an annual certification report to the Secretary.
c. The Corporate Senior Executive Management Office (CSEMO) is responsible for advising
management officials on the application of regulations and procedures for executive level positions in
this chapter, conducting technical reviews of incentives and assuring the completeness of authorizations
for positions that are centralized to the Office of the Secretary, to include SES, title 38 SES-equivalent
and senior level employees.
d. Human Resource Management Officers (HRMOs) are responsible for:
(1) Advising management officials on the provisions in this chapter, providing technical advice and
assistance on incentive percentages, length of service obligation requirements and other technical
matters, and ensuring the completeness of requests prepared or approved at the local level;
(2) Maintaining documentation adequate to reconstruct each case, compile annual certification
reports, and prepare other reports as required;
(3) Ensuring that records of those being considered for a retention incentive are screened to
determine whether a service obligation remains unfulfilled; and
(4) Ensuring that approving officials and employees being recommended for retention incentives are
informed about the impact of aggregate limitations on pay.
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e. Supervisors will ensure that each incentive recipient’s rating of record is at least “Fully
Successful” or equivalent. If a rating of record is lower than “Fully Successful” or equivalent,
supervisors will contact the approving official for immediate termination of the incentive and service
agreement if applicable.
f. The Office of Financial Management will develop, in coordination with OHRM, incentive
payment, refund, and waiver procedures.
g. Employees are responsible for providing accurate information about offers of employment which
may be used in retention incentive determinations.
5. APPROVING AND RECOMMENDING OFFICIALS
a. The Secretary, or designee, is the approving official for employees occupying positions centralized
to that office. This includes employees in the SES and title 38 SES-equivalents, and senior-level or
scientific and professional positions. The CSEMO conducts a technical review and makes
recommendation for all incentives for SES, title 38 SES-equivalents and senior level positions
submitted to the Secretary, or designee, for approval.
b. Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Other Key Officials, and Deputy Assistant Secretaries, or
their designees, are the recommending officials for employees in their organization occupying positions
centralized to the Secretary. They, or their designees, are the approving official for employees
occupying VA Central Office positions in their organizations that are not centralized to the Secretary and
employees occupying field positions centralized to their offices.
c. Network Directors in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and National Cemetery
Administration (NCA), and Area Directors in the Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA), are the
approving officials for incentives for employees in non-centralized positions under their direct
jurisdiction or organization. Also these individuals are the approving officials for all incentives greater
than 15 percent recommended by Facility Directors within their respective Network or Area. These
individuals are also approving officials for incentives paid to employees with an unfulfilled service
obligation from a previous incentive. The approval authority for officials in this category may not be redelegated.
d. The General Counsel is the approving official for incentives (except SES and SL) in the Office of
General Counsel that are greater than 15 percent, and for incentives paid to employees with an
unfulfilled service obligation from a previous incentive. The approval authority may not be redelegated.
e. Medical Center Directors, Regional Office Directors, Cemetery Directors and Regional Counsels
(in the Office of General Counsel) are the approving officials for incentives up to 15 percent for
employees in non-centralized positions under their jurisdiction. This approval authority may not be redelegated. These officials may not approve incentives greater than 15 percent or incentives to employees
with unfulfilled service obligation from a previous incentive.
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f. OPM may authorize retention incentives in excess of 25 percent, but not in excess of 50 percent,
for title 5 employees based on a critical VA need. The Under Secretary for Health may take similar
action for title 38 employees.
g. Except as provided below, an official at a level lower than the approving official is the
recommending official for all incentives. Under Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries may serve both as
recommending official and approving official for retention incentives, except for incentives that require
the Secretary’s or designee’s approval.
6. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
a. Retention incentives may be authorized for current employees serving in full-time or part-time
appointments without time limit or for a minimum of one year who have no unfulfilled recruitment or
relocation incentive service obligations and possess and maintain a rating of record of at least “Fully
Successful” or equivalent. Retention incentives may not be authorized for intermittent employees.
b. A Retention Service Agreement to complete a specified period of obligated service with VA is
required for all employees authorized incentives in excess of 25 percent, for all employees covered by a
group authorization and for all employees paid an incentive in installments or as a lump sum. A
Statement of Understanding (SOU) is required of all employees receiving retention incentives in equal
bi-weekly installments.
c. Retention incentives may not commence for a period of employment covered by a service
agreement resulting from a recruitment incentive, relocation incentive or a previously authorized
retention incentive.
d. A new employee who enters on duty after the approval of a group retention incentive or who
transfers into a position covered by a group retention incentive must serve at least 90 days before being
authorized a group incentive. When defining the criteria for a group incentive approving officials may
establish a minimum service requirement longer than 90 days. Longer minimum service requirements
are encouraged when needed to assess an employee’s performance in the new position. An employee
must have a rating of record of “Fully Successful” or better in the position for which the group incentive
is authorized.
7. AUTHORIZATION OF RETENTION INCENTIVES
a. VA Form 10017, Authorization and Review of Retention Incentive, in Appendix VI-C must be
used for the authorization and review of all retention incentives (except retention incentives authorized
for the Office of Inspector General). Appendix VI-C also contains guidance for completion of VA Form
10017.
b. A retention incentive may be authorized for an employee or group of employees whose retention is
essential because of unusually high or unique qualifications (i.e., competencies) or a special need of the
Department and who would otherwise leave the Federal service if an incentive were not authorized. The
authorization must fully document the factors demonstrating the essential need to retain and the basis for
determining that the employee or group would likely leave Federal service without the incentive.
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Evidence that each factor was considered must be documented in Section C of
VA Form 10017. If a factor is not used in the determination, there must an
explanation asto why the factor does not apply. Appendix VI-C contains
instructions and guidance on fully addressing each of the following:
(1) Essential Need to Retain. Each of the following factors must be considered
and addressed:
(a) Employment trends and labor-market factors such as the availability and
quality of candidates in the labor-market possessing the competencies
required for the position;
(b) The success of efforts within the previous six months to recruit candidates
and retain employees with competencies similar to those possessed by
the employee for positions similar to the position held by the employee;
(c) Special or unique competencies required for the position;
(d) Efforts to use non-pay authorities to help retain the employee instead of or
in addition to a retention incentive;
(e) The desirability of the duties, work[,] [ ] organizational environment, or
geographic location of the position;
(f) The extent to which the employee’s departure would affect VA’s ability to
carry out an activity, perform a function, or complete a project that is
essential (or critical) to VA’s mission;
(g) The salaries typically paid outside the Federal Government;
(h) The quality and availability of the potential sources of employees that are
identified in the agency’s, facility’s[,] or organization’s succession plan,
who possess the competencies required for the position, and who, with
minimal training, cost, and disruption of service to the public, could
perform the full range of duties and responsibilities of the employee’s
position at the level performed by the employee; [and,]
(i) Other supporting factors not previously addressed that demonstrate the
essential need to retain.
(2) Likelihood of Leaving Federal Employment. In addition to documenting
that retention is essential, recommending officials must certify and provide [a]
written narrative and other evidence that they are reasonably convinced [ ]an
employee (or group) is likely to leave Federal service in the absence of an
incentive. Except for a retention incentive authorized due to the closure or
relocation of an employing office, facility[,] or organization in Appendix VI-Q,
there is no provision to authorize an incentive to an employee or group who
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are not likely to leave Federal service. The basis for determining [ ]an
employee or group is likely to leave Federal service must be fully addressed
in Section D of VA Form 10017 and may be based on one or more of the
following [examples:
NOTE: The following examples represent ways that recommending officials can
certify an employee (or group) is likely to leave Federal service. Recommending
officials can provide a written narrative with any other evidence which indicates
that they are reasonably convinced an employee (or group) is likely to leave
Federal service in the absence of an incentive to fulfill the intent of this
certification.]
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(a) [Examples f]or an individual incentive:
(1) Confirmation of the employee’s submission of a retirement application or
letter of resignation to the local human resources office[; or,
(2) Documented evidence of high demand in the private sector for the knowledge
and skills possessed by the employee and significant pay disparities between
Federal and non-Federal salaries.]
(b) [Examples f]or a group incentive:
(1) Employees within the group or category have unusually high or unique
qualifications or there is a special need to retain the employees’ services that
makes it essential to retain the employees in the group or category; and
(2) It is reasonable to presume [ ]there is a high risk that a significant number of
employees in the targeted category or group would be likely to leave Federal
service in the absence of a retention incentive. The following information may
substantiate or justify a group retention incentive:
(a) Documented evidence of high demand in the private sector for the
knowledge and skills possessed by the group of employees and significant
pay disparities between Federal and non-Federal salaries along with
documented history of recent or expected turnover of employees in the
position or category.
(b) Documented evidence of high demand in the private sector for the knowledge

and skills possessed by the group of employees and significant pay disparities
between Federal and non-Federal salaries along with documented history of
recent or expected turnover of employees in the position or category.

NOTE: For privacy reasons, supervisors, managers, and other VA officials
are not permitted to obtain or view copies of an employee’s retirement
application or letter of resignation. Instead, the recommending official may
seek confirmation of the submission from the servicing human resources
office and must include a written narrative containing the name of the HR
employee who confirmed the submission [,] the date and time of the
confirmation, and the employee’s anticipated retirement or resignation date.
Do not attach copies of an employee’s retirement application or letter of
resignation to the retention incentive authorization.
(3) Additional Criteria for Group Determinations. In addition to addressing
the criteria in subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, requests to pay group
retention incentives must narrowly define the targeted group or category of
employees and address the following factors:
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(b) Grade level;
(c) Distinctive job duties;
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(d) Unique competencies required for the position;
(e) Required rating of record;
(f) Minimum service requirement;
(g) Organizational or team designation;
(h) Geographic location; and
(i) Assignment to a special project.
NOTE: Employees must successfully occupy a position for a minimum of 90 days before becoming
eligible for a group incentive. Recommending officials must specifically identify the minimum time that
an employee must occupy a position before becoming eligible for a group incentive and may establish a
minimum service requirement longer than 90 days. Longer minimum service requirements are
encouraged when needed to assess an employee’s performance in the new position.
(4) Workforce and Succession Plans: Retention incentives are not intended to provide long-term
staffing flexibility without the use of effective workforce and succession planning efforts. As a result,
each retention incentive authorization must include a narrative explanation of an organization’s
workforce and succession plan to eventually eliminate or reduce the need for retention incentives. An
organization’s workforce and succession planning efforts must be fully documented in Section C
(Item 20h) of VA Form 10017, Authorization and Review of Retention Incentive. The succession plan
should include information on the quality and availability of potential sources of employees identified in
the organization’s succession plan who possess the competencies required for the position and who, with
minimal training, cost, and disruption of service, could perform the full range of duties and
responsibilities at the level performed by the employee. The plan may also include future recruitment
and training efforts, changes in workflow distribution, reengineered processes or similar measures to
eliminate the need to retain employees with an incentive. For positions with documented long-term
staffing difficulties, the plan must describe how the continuation of retention incentives is a necessary
flexibility to retain essential employees. Approving officials must ensure workforce and succession
plans are actively pursued and successfully administered as documented in the authorization.
8. DETERMINING INCENTIVE AMOUNTS
a. The approved retention incentive rate should reasonably correlate to the difficulty experienced in
retaining high quality candidates in positions for which VA has the greatest special needs. The highest
percentages will be reserved for positions with the greatest retention difficulty and the greatest special
needs. The factors in paragraph 7 and other factors such as an employee’s work experience and skill
level or the essential need on a special project shall be considered when determining an appropriate
percentage.
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b. A retention incentive rate must be expressed as a percentage of the employee’s rate of basic pay.
For re-employed annuitants, the employee’s salary before any offset for annuity will be used to compute
the incentive amount. For title 38 physicians and dentists, annual pay (sum of base and market pay) will
be used to compute a retention incentive.
c. Subject to the approval levels in paragraph 5, a retention incentive may not exceed 25 percent for
an individual employee or 10 percent for a group. Requests to exceed these limits require the approval
of OPM for title 5 employees, the Secretary for title 38 SES-equivalent employees and the Under
Secretary for Health for all other title 38 employees.
d. In order to pay more than 25 percent for individual incentives or 10 percent for group incentives,
the recommending official must document in detail that the competencies required for the position are
critical to the successful accomplishment of an important VA mission, project, or initiative, (e.g.,
program or project related to a national emergency, implementing a new law or critical management
initiative).
e. Requests to pay individual incentives greater than 25 percent or group incentives greater than 10
percent for title 5 and title 38 employees (excluding SES, title 38 SES-equivalent and SL employees)
must be submitted through appropriate channels to OHRM, Compensation and Classification Service
(055) for technical review and recommendation. Requests to pay individual incentives greater than 25
percent for SES, title 38 SES-equivalent and SL employees must be submitted through appropriate
channels to the CSEMO for technical review and recommendation. SES, title 38 SES-equivalent and SL
employees are not eligible for group incentives. Only requests meeting the criteria in this chapter will be
forwarded to OPM, the Under Secretary for Health or the Secretary for approval.
9. PAYMENT METHODS AND PROCEDURES. Retention incentive payments may be paid
biweekly, in installments, or in a lump sum subject to the following limitations. The amount of basic
pay earned by an employee during an installment period or, if paid in a lump sum, during the service
period, will be multiplied by a percentage not to exceed the authorized incentive percentage rate
established for the employee. For re-employed annuitants, the employee's salary before any offset for
annuity will be used to compute the incentive. A retention incentive is not considered basic pay and is
not creditable for retirement, overtime, or other purposes. Retention incentives may not be paid as an
initial lump sum at the start of a service period or in advance of completing the service period for which
the incentive is being paid. Only one of the following payment methods may be used for each incentive:
a. Biweekly. Payment may be made at the full authorized percentage on a biweekly basis. A
statement of understanding is required for this payment option.
b. Installments. Payment may be made in installments at the full authorized percentage in four or
fewer equal installments per year. A service agreement is required. Payment will generally not be made
unless the employee completes the amount of service required for payment. For example, if the payment
is scheduled after the completion of six months of service, an employee who separates or otherwise fails
to complete six months of service will not be entitled to any payment. In limited extenuating
circumstances, employees may receive payment for a period of service that is less than the obligated
period of service if such conditions are specified in the agreement.
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c. Lump Sum. Full payment may be made after the completion of the obligated service
period. A service agreement is required. Payment will generally not be made unless
the employee completes the entire obligated service period. In limited extenuating
circumstances, employees may receive payment for a period of service that is less than
the obligated service period if such conditions are specified in the agreement.
10. AGGREGATE LIMIT ON COMPENSATION. An employee may not receive any portion of
an incentive that, when added to the annual rate of the employee's continuing payments
and any lump sum payments received earlier in the calendar year, would exceed [the]
aggregate [ ] pay [limit]. For title 5 positions, any excess portion of the incentive may not be
paid until the beginning of the next calendar year. [The title 5 deferral process does not
apply to physicians, podiatrists, or dentists appointed under title 38 because of the
compensation limitations set out in 38 U.S.C. § 7431(e)(4).] Refer to Part VII, Chapter 2
for information on aggregate pay limits. Human Resources officials will inform an incentive
recipient affected by an aggregate pay limitation and include an explanation in the service
agreement or statement of understanding.
11. RETENTION SERVICE AGREEMENT.
a. All employees[, including a group or category of employees,] who are authorized to
receive payments in installments or as a lump sum, or are authorized to receive an
incentive greater than 25 percent must sign a Retention Service Agreement [(RSA)] and
agree to complete a specified period of service in VA (or a successor agency in the
event of a transfer of function). Service in a non-pay status will not count toward
satisfying the service obligation and will extend the period of obligated service by an
equal amount of time. A [ ] [RSA] is not required for employees authorized to receive an
individual retention incentive of 25 percent or less, or for employees covered by a group
authorization, when the individual or group incentive is paid at the full authorized
percentage on a biweekly basis. A sample service agreement is provided in Appendix
VI-P.
b. The service agreement must include the length of the required service period and the
commencement and termination dates of the required service period. The required
service period must begin on the first day of a pay period and end on the last day of a
pay period.
c. The service agreement must specify the percentage authorized and the payment
method.
d. The service agreement will include the conditions under which VA must terminate the
service agreement before the employee completes the agreed-upon service period. VA
must terminate the service agreement if an employee is demoted or separated for
cause, receives a rating of record of less than “Fully Successful” or equivalent,
otherwise fails to fulfill the terms of the service agreement, or when the conditions giving
rise to the original determination to authorize the retention incentive no longer exists.
[For employees in title 38 occupations, VA must terminate a service agreement, or
reduce incentive payments, if the employee’s earnings are at or projected to exceed the
aggregate pay limit.]
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e. The [RSA must] include [ ] [the] conditions under which VA may terminate the service
agreement. Examples include insufficient funds, management needs, reassignment of
the employee to another position, or other extenuating circumstances beyond the
employee’s control such as death, severe illness, or accidents. When the service
agreement is terminated for reasons beyond the control of the employee, payment may
be made for completed periods of service.
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f. The [RSA] may include any other terms or conditions that, if violated, will result in a
termination of the service agreement. For example, the service agreement may specify
the employee’s work schedule, the required service period, type of position, the duties
that are expected to be performed, and the extent to which periods of time on detail or
in paid leave status are creditable toward the completion of the service period.
g. The [RSA], signed by the employee and the requesting official, must be included in the
request for approval of an incentive, except an agreement for an SES, title 38 SESequivalent, or SL incentive which is signed after the incentive has been approved by
theSecretary or designee. After the request is approved, the signed and dated service
agreement will be filed on the temporary side of the employee's electronic Official
Personnel Folder (e-OPF) until completion of the required service. Copies of the
service agreement will be given to the employee and the servicing fiscal office and one
will be maintained in accordance with paragraph 16.
12. STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING (SOU).
a. A Statement of Understanding (SOU) is required for all employees authorized an
individual retention incentive of 25 percent or less, or group retention incentive which is
paid at the full authorized percentage on a biweekly basis. A sample SOU is provided in
Appendix VI-D.
b. The SOU will include the employee’s position title, occupation title, series, grade, step,
percentage authorized, and a statement that payments will be made on a biweekly
basis at the full percentage rate based on the number of regular hours worked and the
employee’s rate of pay. The SOU must advise that the incentive will not be paid for
overtime and periods of non-pay and may be terminated or reduced at any time based
on the needs of the Department. The SOU must state that the incentive will be
terminated if the employee’s rating of record is less than “Fully Successful” or
equivalent, or if it is not properly reviewed and recertified after one year by the
approving official, and that termination or reduction of the incentive at any time is not an
adverse action and may not be grieved.
c. The SOU must be signed by the employee and the requesting official and attached to
the incentive authorization. A SOU for an SES, title 38 SES-equivalent, or SL employee
is signed after the incentive has been approved by the Secretary or designee. After the
incentive is approved, the authorization and the SOU must be filed on the temporary
side of the employee’s e-OPF and maintained in accordance with the records retention
requirements in paragraph 16.
13. TERMINATION OF A RETENTION INCENTIVE.
a. An approving official may unilaterally terminate a retention incentive based solely on the
management needs of VA. For example, VA may terminate an incentive when the
employee’s position is affected by a reduction in force, when there are insufficient funds
to continue the planned payments, when conditions no longer warrant payment at the
level originally approved (or at any level), or when VA assigns the employee to a
different position (if the different position is not within the terms of the service agreement
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or SOU). [Incentive payments for employees in title 38 occupations must be terminated
and no further payments made, when it is determined that incentive payments would
cause the employee’s earnings to exceed the aggregate pay limit.] If an authorized VA
official terminates an incentive under this subparagraph, the employee is entitled to
receive the incentive through the end of the pay period in which the incentive is
terminated.
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b. An approving official must terminate an incentive if the employee is demoted or separated for
cause (e.g., for unacceptable performance or misconduct), if the employee receives a rating of record of
less than “Fully Successful” or equivalent, or if the employee otherwise fails to fulfill the terms of the
service agreement or SOU. If an incentive is terminated under this subparagraph, the VA is not
obligated to pay the employee through the end of the pay period in which the incentive is terminated,
unless VA agreed to such payment under the terms of the service agreement or SOU.
c. An employee must be notified in writing when a retention incentive is terminated.
d. The termination of an incentive is not grievable or appealable.
14. ANNUAL REVIEW OF RETENTION INCENTIVES
a. The servicing human resources office is responsible for ensuring an annual review of all retention
incentives and for a compiling the annual certification report in paragraph 16 below. All retention
incentives must be reviewed at least annually to determine whether continued payment at the percentage
authorized is appropriate. Approving officials must review incentives more frequently when the
conditions giving rise to the original determination have changed or no longer exist. VA Form 10017,
Authorization and Review of Retention Incentive, must be completed for all annual or periodic reviews.
b. Four months prior to the anniversary date of each incentive authorization, the automated human
resources information system will generate a notice of the employees for whom an annual review is
required. The servicing human resources office must distribute a VA Form 10017, Authorization and
Review of Retention Incentive, to the supervisor of each employee identified in the notice. Retention
incentives must be terminated if the annual review is not completed timely or when the justification for
continuance is not warranted. The human resources information system will automatically terminate a
retention incentive on the annual review due date. Terminated retention incentives will not be reinstated
retroactively.
c. Not later than two months prior to the anniversary date of a retention incentive, recommending
officials will submit to the appropriate approving officials a completed VA Form 10017, Authorization
and Review of Retention Incentive, indicating whether an incentive should be terminated, continue
unchanged, or adjusted. Approving officials may approve, disapprove, or change recommendations as
appropriate. Changes will be effective at the beginning of the first pay period after the approving
official’s signature. Annual reviews may include justification from the original authorization that is still
applicable and must specifically address the results of workforce and succession plans that were included
in the original authorization. The servicing human resources office must also include the results of
workforce and succession plans in the annual certification report identified in paragraph 16 below.
d. The approving official may continue paying a retention incentive to an employee as long as the
conditions giving rise to the original determination to pay the incentive still exist. The approving official
must reduce or terminate a retention incentive authorization whenever payment at the level originally
approved is no longer warranted or when payment of an incentive is no longer necessary. The following
factors must be considered in determining whether to continue, reduce, or terminate a retention
incentive:
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(1) Whether a lesser amount (or no incentive at all) would be sufficient to retain
the employee;
(2) Whether labor-market factors make it more likely (or reasonably likely) to
recruit a candidate with competencies similar to those possessed by the
employee;
(3) Whether the need for the services of the employee has been reduced to a
level that makes it unnecessary to continue payment at the level originally
approved (or at all);
(4) Whether budgetary considerations make it difficult to continue payment at the
level originally approved (or at all); and,
(5) Other supporting factors.
HR offices must notify employees in writing prior to the end of the pay period in
which the termination, the new incentive amount, if applicable, and the reason for
the change or termination. Terminated retention incentives may not be
reinstated retroactively.
15. RECORDS AND REPORTS. Records sufficient to reconstruct the action will be
maintained by the servicing human resources office for a minimum of six years
following the end of the service obligation period or incentive payment date. Each
facility must keep a record of each determination to pay an incentive and make such
records available for review upon request by OCHCO or any other authorized
organization. Records on incentives approved for SES, title 38 SES-equivalent[,]
and SL employees will be maintained by [the] CSEMO. These records will include,
at a minimum: the approved justification and authorization documents, the service
agreement or statement of understanding, supporting documentation described in
paragraph 7, and waiver requests, approvals[,] or denials, as applicable. Records
shall also be made available to appropriate union officials upon request in
accordance with governing laws, rules, and regulations.
16. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION REPORT AND INTERNAL MONITORING
[ ] [a. OCHCO Compensation and Classification Service (055) will extract recruitment,
relocation, and retention incentive, and AVO data from Human Resources
Information System(s) (HRIS) on a quarterly basis to identify any trends or
anomalies in usage. As needed, Compensation and Classification Service will
contact servicing human resources offices to verify information and to obtain
copies of authorizations or other relevant documents needed for the analysis.
[]
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b. An Annual Report on Recruitment, Relocation, and Retention Incentives will be
submitted to the ASHR&A/OSP from OCHCO no later than the second quarter of
the fiscal year for distribution to Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, and
Other Key Officials. The Annual 3Rs Report will include incentive and AVO data
for each Administration and Staff Office to review and identify usage and trends.
On an annual basis, each Administration and Staff Office will be responsible for
completing an annual certification attesting to the strategic and prudent use of all
incentives authorized during the prior fiscal year. The certification will require
each Administration and Staff Office to review the Annual 3Rs Report for
accuracy, validate the data for their organization, and provide information on
workforce and succession planning efforts to eliminate or reduce the use of
incentives. Each Administration and Staff Office will also be required to certify
that each incentive authorized in their organization was appropriate and in
compliance with VA policy contained in this part, that each retention incentive
addressed workforce and succession plans to reduce the long-term reliance on
incentives, and that appropriate action has been taken to initiate debt collection
from individuals who did not fulfill approved service obligations. The annual
certification must be signed at the Under Secretary or Assistant Secretary level.
This certification level may not be further delegated. Completed certifications will
be submitted each year by the end of the 3rd quarter to the Chief Human Capital
Officer (05). A copy of the Annual Certification on Usage of Recruitment,
Relocation, and Retention Incentives and AVO Allowance template is provided in
Appendix VI-T.
c. OCHCO’s Oversight and Effectiveness Service will routinely review a facility’s
incentive authorizations during onsite visits and reviews. This will include
verifying justifications and authorizations and ensuring incentives are approved in
accordance with VA policies and Federal Government regulations.]
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AUTHORIZATION AND REVIEW OF
RETENTION INCENTIVE
SECTION A - EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
2. POSITION TITLE

1. NAME (Last, First, Ail)

3. PAY PLAN, OCCUPATION SERIES, GRADE/STEP

Nurses

VN-0610-Multiple Grades

Group incentive
4a. TYPE OF APPOINTMENT
®

PERMANENT

4b. IF TEMPORARY, ENTER
NOT-TO-EXCEED DATE

5. APPOINTMENT AUTHORITY

6. APPOINTMENT EFFECTIVE
DATE

7b. IF PART-TIME, ENTER NORMAL
HOURS PER PAY PERIOD

8. DUTY STATION (Name and location)

9. DUTY STATION NUMBER

DTEMPORARY
7a. WORK SCHEDULE
FULL-TIME

Richard L Roudebush VA Medical
Center, Indianapolis

PART-TIME
10. ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT (14une)

11. SERVICING HR STATION (Name and location)

Multiple services- PCS Critical
care, acute care, cath lab, 5E
13a. ANNUAL SALARY RATE (Nun-physicians dentists)

VISN 10 Servicing Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan

583
12. SERVICING HR STATION
NUMBER

487

13b. ANNUAL PAY (for Tide 38 Physicians and l)enti.sta/
ANNUAL BASE PAY

ANNUAL MARKET PAY
PLUS

ANNUAL PAY
=

SECTION B - AUTHORIZATION TYPE, PERCENT, PAYMENT METHOD AND SERVICE PERIOD
14a. INITIAL RETENTION INCENTIVE

14b. INITIAL PERCENTAGE

14c. INITIAL EFFECTIVE DATE

10%

X
15a. REVIEW OF RETENTION INCENTIVE

08/29/2021

15b. CURRENT PERCENTAGE AND AMOUNT

15c. CURRENT AFFECTIVE DATE

15d. REVIEW ACTION
CONTINUE AT

PERCENT

EFFECTIVE DATE

REDUCE TO

PERCENT

EFFECTIVE DATE

INCREASE TO

PERCENT

EFFECTIVE DATE

TERMINATE
16. BASIS FOR REVIEW ACTION (fi reriesr

EFFECTIVE DATE

a/Retention Incentive. enter basis,/br review action usi,n

the factors in I'4 Handbook 5007, Part 17, C'hapler 3, paragraph 14.)

Nurses are leaving federal service to work in the community. They are making more money per
hour or working fee basis or signing agency contracts.
17. SERVICE OBLIGATION PERIOD: (/f this is an authorrzcnonfor greater that 25 percem, a group authorization or trill be paid in a manner other than a biweekly basis at the fill biweekly
percentage, enter the cununencement and termination date of the sernice obligation period and the number ofpay periods in the service obligation period.)

08/29/2021

COMMENCEMENT DATE
TERMINATION DATE
NUMBER OF PAY PERIODS

26

18a. PAYMENT METHOD
BIWEEKLY BASIS AT THE FULL AUTHORIZED PERCENTAGE
LUMP SUM AT THE 1£JQD OF THE SERVICE OBLIGATION PERIOD
`BEGINNING

X

EQUAL INSTALLMENTS (No more than four per year)

VA Handbook 5007/59ipart VI, CHapter 3 (October 2. 2020)
c. Full payment may be made after completion of the obligated service period. A
service agreement is require. Payment will generally not be made unless the employee
completes the entire service period. In limited extenuating circumstances, employees
may receive payment for a period of service that is less than the obligated service period
if such conditions are specified in the agreement.

18b. INSTALLMENT SCHEDULE
INSTALLMENT #1: AMOUNT

YEAR/PAY PERIOD NUMBER

INSTALLMENT #2: AMOUNT

YEAR/PAY PERIOD NUMBER

INSTALLMENT #3: AMOUNT

YEAR/PAY PERIOD NUMBER

INSTALLMENT #4: AMOUNT

YEAR/PAY PERIOD NUMBER

4 10017

NOV 20

2021/ 17
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19.BASIS FOR PERCENTAGE, PAYMENT METHOD AND SERVICE OBLIGATION PERIOD !Enter basisfor determining percentage, payment method, and service obligation period)

Due to the COVID pandemic local nurses in the private sector are being paid at a much higher
rate than nurses at our facility. This pay disparity has and will continue to result in
very high and rapid turnover rates for nurses at our facility.

SECTION C - FACTORS DEMONSTRATING ESSENTIAL NEEDS TO RETAIN
20. DESCRIBE HOW EACH OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO THE DETERMINATION THAT THE EMPLOYEE'S HIGH OR UNIQUE QUALIFICATIONS OR
SPECIAL NEEDS OF THE DEPARTMENT MAKES IT ESSENTIAL TO RETAIN THE EMPLOYEE. EACH FACTOR MUST BE FULLY ADDRESSED.
a. EMPLOYMENT TRENDS AND LABOR-MARKET FACTORS

Hospitals are experiencing increased RN shortages due to lack of recruitment during the
height of COVID and increased resignations. Resignations are higher due to the number of
agency nurses and increased use of fee basis nurses. Community partners are offering fee
basis nurse upwards of $120 a hour. Sign on bonuses of $15k and above are being offered.
The population of vets needing care continues to rise while the availability of nursing
staff continues to fall. With the COVID pandemic nurses are in greater demand every day.
There have been many delays in classes of graduating nurses, which has affected the
availability of new nurses, and also increased the availability of vacancies at competing
institutions.
b.RECENT RECRUITMENT EFFORTS

Recent recruitment efforts have been difficult due to the pay disparity between the VA and
the local community. Indianapolis nurse vacancy rate is around 83 FTE. Indianapolis has been
actively recruiting through open continuous announcements, job fairs, direct hire authority,
contracting agency nurses and expanded our fee basis pool. The float pool was authorized AWS
for 72/80. Applicants are not applying for VA jobs because the pay and sign on bonus is
higher in the community.
c. SPECIAL UNIQUE COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR THE POSITION

The job requirements are difficult physically and emotionally. The nurses are dealing with
people with many different levels of mental and physical ability. They have to possess
patience, kindness, teamwork and willingness to teach. They are multi-taskers and time
managers. They must be flexible and have a skill set that span across several areas as it
relates to patient care.
d. EFFORTS TO USE NON-PAY AUTHORITIES

The positions permit flexible work schedules and changing of shifts when staffing is
available. Offered the option for staff to work in other units for experience. Compressed
tours and shifter ranging form 8-12 hours. OT/CT have been offered and mandated. Due the
the vast number of patients we are limited in our ability to offer other non-pay authorities
such as telework or off site training
e. DESIRABILITY OF THE DUTIES, WORK OR ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL, OR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE POSITION

The nurses are asked to preform duties outside of their normal scope. All while being paid
less than their colleagues at the local hospitals and clincs. Indianapolis is a medium sized
Midwest city that offers a variety of amenities; while taxes and housing process are low, so
are wages. This can be a deterrent to persons seeking a highly responsible and compensated
position. Nurse on boarding is a long process and more extensive then community partners.
The positions are responsible and accountable for bedside nursing, which includes high
acuity patients, patients with multiple co-morbidities, high patient levels, increased nurse
precautions, high infectious areas, etc.
f. AFFECT ON DEPARTMENT IF EMPLOYEE IS NOT RETAINED; IDENTIFY SPECIAL NEED AND IMPACT

We currently have a 172 FTEE vacancies in the PCS division. In the past 10 months 37 nurses
have resigned, 16 retired and 19 have been fired. Currently there are 10 pending
resignations, 82 nurse vacancies, 23 nursing assistants, 22 health technicians and 8 LPNs.
Losing more nurses to the community would be detrimental to the facility. If we do not
bridge the pay disparity gap we will be facing even more turnover of our nurses and will
struggle to service our veteran population.
g. SALARIES TYPICALLY PAID OUTSIDE FEDERAL SERVICE

The 2019 Gallagher National Nursing Compensation Survey reflects the average base salary for
nurses between $74k and $93k. Nurse pay scale at the Indianapolis VA ranges from $60k to
$100k, with most nurses starting at $74k for a grade 2 nurse. Market research of the big
four local healthcare networks in Indianapolis (IU, Ascension, Community and Eskenzai) shows
that the the starting pay is about $80k.
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h. THE QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY OF POTENTIAL SOURCES OF EMPLOYEES IDENTIFIED IN THE ORGANIZATION'S SUCCESSION PLAN, WHO POSSESS THE
COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR THE POSITION AND WHO, WITH MINIMAL TRAINING, COST AND DISRUPTION OF SERVICE COULD PERFORM THE FULL RANGE OF
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILTIES AT THE LEVEL PERFORMED BY THE EMPLOYEE, DESCRIBE ANY OTHER EFFORTS IN THE ORGANIZATION'S PLAN TO EVENTUALLY
ELIMINATE OR REDUCE THE USE OF RETENTION INCENTIVES.

There are RN staffing shortages throughout the facility. There are not enough nurses to fill
the gaps. Additional shortages may cause service disruption. Given the nature of our
staffing needs, strong commitment to our patients is required to foster the communication
and collaboration of providers, staff, and non-clinical stakeholders. Staff will be required
to approach situations through a systems approach to assist in improving throughput, quality
of care, as well as the veteran's experience. Staff will need to be open to working in a
variety of units to fulfill staffing needs.
* All hospitals and or ECF facilities are competing for limited agency resources
* We can not modify the contract with the current funds.
* We can not contract and training RNs in the 7 days required.
* We can not sustain staffing in the medical center with overtime.
Our leadership has determined that a retention incentive is the best method at this time to
help prevent any further turnover concerns.
I. OTHER SUPPORTING FACTORS

PCS is experiencing a higher than normal inpatient census. The entire healthcare industry is
facing a critical shortage of qualified nurses. Large healthcare networks have started
offering sign on bonuses, higher starting wages and increasing their fee basis staff pay.
Current staff have been requesting to reduce their FTE, in a attempt to work shifts at
community hospitals. Requests have been denied. Staffing the units is becoming increasingly
more difficult.
SECTION D - LIKELIHOOD OF LEAVING FEDERAL SERVICE
21. BASIS FOR LIKELIHOOD LEAVING FEDERAL SERVICE (Explain the basisfor determining that the employee or group is likely to leai.e Federal service without the use RI retention
incentive. Cite and attach job offers, confirmation of employee's submission of a retirement application or letter of resignation, data showing high demand and pay disparity or other supporting
documentation as appropriate.)

Leaving Federal service is likely. Over 20 nurses have requested to decrease their FTE
amount in order to work for community partners, contract nurse agencies or fee basis.
Community partners are offering fee basis nurse upwards of $120 a hour. Offering
recruitment/retention bonuses of $15k and above. There has been a increased amount of Sick
and annual leave. It very likely with other community institutions paying more that our
turnover rates will continue to climb.

SECTION E - GROUP INCENTIVES
22. CRITERIA FOR GROUP INCENTIVES (Enter criteria to narrowly define employees eligible fora group incentive. The definition must show occupation series, grade level, distinctive job
duties, unique competencies requiredfor the position, required rating of record, organization or team designation, geographic location, special project assignment, and minimum service
requirements.)

Occupational Series: 0610 (Nurse)
Grade Level: 1, 2, 3
Geographic Location: 583 and surrounding VA Clinics

23.RECOMMENDATIONS AND APPROVALS

I certify that the justification in this request meets the criteria for approval as contained in VA Handbook 5007, Part VI, Chapter 3 for the payment of a
retention incentive.
a. NAME AND TITLE OF RECOMMENDING OFFICIAL

Christie

Artuso

Associate Director of PCS
b.NAME AND TITLE OF HUMAN RESOURCES REVIEWER

Brian Huhman
CCoE Specialistm,

VISN 10

c. NAME AND TITLE OF APPROVING OFFICIAL

Laura E. Ruzick, FACHE
Medical Center Director
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